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UNIVERSITY OF OTAGO 
ABSTRACT 
SPIRITUALITY AND AGING: HOW WORSHIP 
COMMUNITIES OF OLDER ADULTS SUSTAIN THEIR 
FAITH IN THE ABSENCE OF TRADITIONAL ORDAINED 
LEADERSHIP 
by Gillian Anne Reid 
Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee:     
 School of Theology 
This thesis considers the ways that older Anglican Christians (greater than 70 years of age) exercise worship 
in an environment of shared ministry, rather than in one that is led by traditional ordained stipended clergy. 
It explores the ways that such groups of Christians nurture and draw on their spirit-given gifts to sustain 
their faith, in the context of ministry of and by all the baptized. Specific attention is given to the model of 
worship established within the Auckland Diocese of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa/New Zealand and 
Polynesia (Auckland Diocese) known as Local Shared Ministry Units (LSMU). Interviews with individual 
members of four LSMUs were carried out, with the resulting comments treated as a collective case study. 
This methodological approach works well where there are a number of cases (LSMU) and selected units 
of analysis within each case (worshippers in the older adult category). The interview data was then analysed 
using Grounded Theory as the data analysis approach. The findings from the analysed data indicate that 
these older adults are still seeking faith formation, generally do not regard themselves as fully formed 
spiritually, and are using personal prayer in particular to enhance and nourish their faith growth. Also, their 
present worship environment of the LSMU model plays a large and positive part in their spiritual 
wellbeing. They feel valued not just as members of their congregations, but as active participants in their 
own worship activities and thus faith journeys.  
Enabling people to exercise Christian ministries in their own church environment, in ways that enhance 
their faith, allowing individual skills and gifts to be developed and used, was regarded by all the 
respondents in this research as highly valuable. They consistently affirmed how this environment (the 
LSMU model) enhanced both their personal faith and the overall quality of their worship. However, the 
challenge to church leadership for supporting this desired worship environment may not entirely be in the 
power of the worshippers. It may in fact be how the structure which currently affirms a seminary-trained 
clergy, supporting a vicar-led church model, following fairly strictly determined liturgical protocols can 
adapt to a genuine empowerment of the worshippers themselves to direct and manage their own worship 
activities. 
 
Therefore, given the increasing numbers of older adults in both the general population and desirably in 
worship populations, there is a need for church leadership to acknowledge and take note of this 
phenomenon, in the way strategies are developed to provide satisfactory worship environments in the 21st 
Century for a growing number of potential worshippers in this older adult group. 
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How will “older adult” Christians (over the age of 70) sustain their faith in worshipping environments that 
are diminishing both in numbers and financial support? There is a steady decline of many mainstream 
Christian worshipping communities in Parishes with traditional models of stipended, ordained, Vicars or 
Pastors (Appendix A). This has created challenges for both the communities themselves and for the 
church leadership which has oversight of such communities1. 
The affected groups of aging Christians in these communities, exhibit spirituality and worship 
characteristics that have been well-researched2. A generally consistent theme in the research is that as people 
age, they find their religion becomes an increasing comfort. It seems to provide answers to questions on 
the “meaning of life”, as well as providing them with a feeling of security and safety, with its imposition of 
religious order on their world. For many of them, association with a religious practice has been a life-long 
behaviour, and as Atchley further noted, their “years of spiritual journeying affects their ways of being in 
the social world – especially through lifestyles and compassionate service to others”3. Thus, their worship 
communities provide a strong sense of belonging and support for their spiritual journeys. However, the 
diminishing numbers of worshippers in these congregations means that financial support for stipended 
ministry is increasingly difficult to find. In his report on Local Ministry in the New Zealand Anglican 
Church, Geoff Haworth observed that for many, the quality of their worship experience where it depends 
on a stipended priest carrying it out, is becoming negatively affected as well, stimulating a serious debate 
“about what many saw as the over-clericalisation of the church”4. 
One factor contributing to the decline of these communities is considered to be the increasing secularisation 
of the population in many Western countries including New Zealand, and a diminishing interest on the part 
of many people of all age groups in traditional worship structures and environments5. This has left the aging 
Christian population, much of which is on reduced incomes, with significant difficulties in providing 
financial support for both stipended clergy and their church infrastructures. While the current demographic 
                                                 
1 Alan Davidson, Christianity in Aotearoa: A History of Church and Society in New Zealand, 2nd ed. (Wellington: The New Zealand for 
Ministry Board, 2004), 189-90.  
Paul B. Maves, Faith for the Older Years: Making the Most of Life's Second Half  (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1986). 
2Robert C. Atchley, Spirituality and Aging  (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009). 
Paul B. Maves, Faith for the Older Years: Making the Most of Life's Second Half.  (Minneapolis: Augsberg Publishing House., 1986). 
David O. Moberg, "The Integration of Older Members in the Church Congregation " in Older People and Their Social World, ed. 
Arnold M. Rose and Warren A. Petersen (Philadelphia: F.A. Davis Co., 1965). 
Harold G. Koenig, Aging and God: Spiritual Pathways to Mental Health in Midlife and Later Years  (New York: Haworth Press, 1995). 
Elizabeth MacKinlay, "Spiritual Care: Recognizing Spiritual Needs of Older Adults," Journal of Religion, Spirituality, and Aging 18, 
no. 2/3 (2006). 
3Atchley, Spirituality and Aging, 147. 
4Geoffrey M.R. Haworth, "The Triumph of Maintenance over Mission? Or Local Mission at the Flaxroots? Change and 
Development in Local Shared Ministry in Tikanga Pakeha, in the Anglican Church of Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia," 
(Christchurch: Diocese of Christchurch, 2009), 5. 
5 See Appendix A: Dept of Statistics 2103 Census. 
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statistics are certainly considered to have an impact on the lack of growth in many mainstream 
congregations, the Anglican missionary priest Roland Allen identified a similar problem with different 
causes during his time in China in the early 1900’s. He observed that there was growing resentment among 
the Chinese of the foreign missionaries’ intent and attempts, to “perpetuate the orthodoxies of their 
homelands with all the trappings and accretions, and particularly the competing sects that reflect many 
centuries of Western church history”6.  He was in China during and after the Boxer Uprising of 1900, and 
while back in England in 1901 became convinced that “English-style theological colleges, such as the clergy 
school that he himself had been in charge of in Peking, were inappropriate”7 and that full responsibility for 
both Christian outreach and ministry training should be handed over to the Chinese Christians within the 
shortest possible time.  
He began to promote some of the missionary principles he had developed as a result of being influenced 
by the writings of the apostle Paul. His solution to the Chinese (and other similar missionary outreaches by 
the English churches) situation was to promote a different model of worship based on “what he termed to 
be the methods of St Paul, who had founded churches which had had local leadership”8. The key principles 
were related to acknowledging that every congregational group contained within itself sufficient spiritual 
gifts for carrying out the principles of ministry, including administration of the Sacraments. He saw the way 
forward as being the development of self-ministering worship communities, drawing from their own 
constituents the variety of gifts needed to sustain, and hopefully grow, Christianity in each local area. Quite 
contrary to the traditional missionary expectations of the Church of England, “he helped local believers to 
elect church councils, and take more responsibility for finances, evangelism, and church leadership”9. He 
wrote extensively about the discrepancy he saw between St Paul’s views of an apostolic church and the way 
the church was being run at that time. His views on what would effectively be indigenous churches running 
themselves with little reference to an external authority were regarded as controversial for many years. 
However, during the 1970’s there were various church leaders, primarily in Alaska, Nevada, and Northern 
Michigan, who were dealing with “small church communities with similar demographics to that of many in 
New Zealand”10, picking up on Roland Allen’s writings, and considering how they might be applied in their 
dioceses. These efforts and their apparently successful results of revitalizing these communities were 
followed with interest in New Zealand, along with the reference to Roland Allen’s writing and theological 
principles of local shared ministry from and by the members of these small communities.  
 In New Zealand, similar financial considerations and diminishing congregations, as had been the 
experience in the USA Dioceses who had embraced Roland Allen’s philosophy, were not the only reasons 
                                                 
6 Hubert J.B. Allen, Roland Allen: Pioneer, Priest, and Prophet  (Cincinnati: Forward Movement Publications, 1995), 3.   
7 Ibid., 59.   
88 C. Harris, "L.S.M. And New Ways of Being Church," in Local Shared Ministry Handbook in the Diocese of Auckland 2014 (Auckland: 
Diocese of Auckland, 2012), 4.  
9J.D. Payne, "The Legacy of Roland Allen," Churchman 117, no. 4 (2003): 317. 
10Haworth, "The Triumph of Maintenance over Mission? Or Local Mission at the Flaxroots? Change and Development in Local 
Shared Ministry in Tikanga Pakeha, in the Anglican Church of Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia," 6. 
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new models of ministry were being considered. There was significant debate during the 1970s and 80s 
throughout the New Zealand Anglican Dioceses over what was seen as a growing over-clericalisation of 
the church, which was inhibiting the desire for genuine shared responsibility for worship by all the 
baptised11. There were a number of ministry units where it was felt that they were becoming just passive 
recipients of clergy ministries and were no longer active Christians through whom Christ could enter the 
world. Combined with the already mentioned aging population, Haworth also observed that “the 
depopulation of rural communities, as young people moved into urban areas, plus urban communities being 
hit by recession, caused various church leaders to examine alternatives to stipended ministry”12. This debate 
was active from the early 1970’s through to the 1990’s as there was clearly a growing awareness of the 
challenges facing parishes struggling to support traditional Anglican stipended ministry. Cognisant of the 
fact that there may be many ways in which the reality of “being church” can exist, a number of Dioceses, 
including the Auckland Diocese, sent representatives to visit “North America to see first-hand examples of 
total ministry/local shared ministry in action”13. They returned with very favourable impressions of how 
this model had been implemented, and promoted it at various conferences and Diocesan meetings, with 
increasing acceptance of this concept as worth trying in the New Zealand Context. Finally, in the early 
1990’s, forms of Local Shared Ministry based largely on Roland Allen’s principles of local ministry were 
developed and established in a number of New Zealand Dioceses. Typically, the LSMU structure has its 
own guidelines, and the Auckland Diocesan Synod passed a Statute in 1995 to enable parishes, or other 
ministry units that so wished, to become LSMUs. Currently about one quarter of the ministry units in the 
Auckland Diocese operate under the LSMU Statute. 
In her chapter on “A New Ministry for a New Time”, Barbara Wesseldine wrote that Local Shared Ministry 
is “about a ministering community [of] faith, not a community gathered around a minister. It is about 
recognizing and affirming the gifts of the entire congregation”14.  Haworth concurred, commenting that it 
was not just “a knee-jerk reaction to a serious problem, but was developed against the background of 
lengthy and animated debate”15. The whole question of determining the meaning of being Church in the 
21st Century really had to be addressed. There were the challenges of secularism, financial constraints, and 
the growing desire of many laity to become more actively involved in their own ministry, along with the 
realities of diminishing worshipping communities in many areas. 
Many of these ministry units comprise worshipping Christians with a lifetime of church involvement. 
However, the largest populations of most of them are retired, or almost retired, people who frequently have 
little or no theological background and similarly low levels of experience in either sacramental ministry or 




14Barbara Wesseldine, "A New Ministry for a New Time: An Introduction to Local Shared Ministry in the Diocese of Auckland," 
in Local Shared Ministry Handbook in the Diocese of Auckland (Auckland: Diocese of Auckland, 2008), 146. 
15Haworth, "The Triumph of Maintenance over Mission? Or Local Mission at the Flaxroots? Change and Development in Local 
Shared Ministry in Tikanga Pakeha, in the Anglican Church of Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia," 6. 
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running a church. Thus, significant support has to be provided to establish and maintain this new kind of 
self-ministering worship community. It comes primarily in the form of Ministry Enablers, mostly ordained 
clergy chosen by the Bishop. They are assigned to individual communities, which contribute one quarter of 
a stipend into an Enablers’ pool to cover that cost to resource and support their new faith journey. The 
Enabler is not a part-time vicar for each community within his/her cluster, but the person who trains, 
supervises, encourages, and resources the community in its new understanding of discipleship and being 
Christian in a different environment from their past experiences16. 
In light of the issues mentioned above, the research question being explored in this Thesis was: 
How do older Anglican Christians sustain their faith when they exercise worship in an 
environment of shared ministry, rather than in one that is led by traditional ordained stipended 
clergy?  
In particular I hoped to gain an insight into the ways these groups of Christians draw on their life 
experiences and spirit-given gifts to sustain their faith in the context of a ministry environment where they 
are active contributors to their worship activities rather than passive recipients.  
The research process comprised approaching a cross-section of LSMUs in the Auckland Diocese seeking 
interest from four self-selected volunteers in each unit, over the age of 70 who were active worshippers in 
the unit, and prepared to talk about their faith journeys. While I hoped for a mix of male and female 
volunteers, I was not focusing on any particular ethnic perspective, and I left the selection of volunteers 
entirely with each of the participating LSMUs. Four LSMUs (one urban, two on the outskirts of Auckland, 
and one a rural LSMU from the outer reaches of the Auckland Diocese) agreed to take part and supplied 
me with the contact details of their four volunteers. 
Individual interviews of approximately one hour each were carried out and audio-recorded. The details of 
the interviews were then analysed using Grounded Theory. Finally, the results of that process were 
developed into a theory which addressed the research question. 
  
                                                 






Faith Formation and Aging 
 
 
Faith is being sure of what we hope for, and certain of what we do not see. (Hebrews 11:1) 
Ageing is not just a physical process although the reality it brings is awareness that there are probably 
fewer years to be lived than have been the case to date.  In their response to Rowe and Kahn’s17 paper on 
Successful Aging, Crowther et al. postulated that aging is a multifaceted state, comprising “interdependent 
biological, psychological, social and spiritual processes”18. Janet Schaeffler concurred, commenting that it 
is a “normal, natural process, filled with opportunities for continued life and growth, rather than 
something to fear”19, and in Carlson’s “Theology of Aging and a Vision for the Church” he also notes 
that aging is a “lifelong process of change and people’s attitudes towards it vary with their own age”20. 
The closer people feel to the end of their lives, the more likely they are to be thinking about its imminence 
and inevitability.  It is also a time when any predisposition to the fear of death is likely to be manifested. 
Still, there is an increasing body of research that indicates spirituality deepens as we age, but must, as 
Schaeffler continues, be “cultivated through practice, and that there is no quick fix when it comes to 
spiritual depth”21. However, for Christians, there is the knowledge that not only are they precious in the 
sight of God, they are also part of a community of faith, that believes in a continuity of life beyond the 
individuality of each person – referenced many times in the Scriptures which are the basis of Christian 
faith.  Familiar examples of this would be Mark 10:3022; 1 John 5:2123. 
 
There is a general, if sometimes tentative24, view that the stronger the association with faith communities 
and execution of spiritual practices, the longer the life span and the higher the level of health and well-being 
of those people, when compared with ones who have little or no faith associations25.  However, there are 
                                                 
17 J.W. Rowe and R.L. Kahn, "Successful Aging," The Gerontologist 37, no. 4 (1997).  
18 Martha R. Crowther et al., "Rowe and Kahn's Model of Successful Aging Revisited: The Forgotten Factor," The Gerontologist. 
42, no. 5 (2002): 615. 
19Janet Schaeffler, "The Challenges and Opportunities for Faith Formation with Maturing Adults," Lifelong Faith no. Fall (2012): 
43. 
20Rev. Dr. Carlson, "A Theology of Aging and a Vision for the Church," 
<http://www.episcopalchurch.org/files/2_faith_formation__spirituality_of_aging.pdf>.accessed 24/04/15, 60. 
21Schaeffler, "The Challenges and Opportunities for Faith Formation with Maturing Adults," 40. 
22 “who will not receive a hundredfold now in this age – houses, brothers and sisters, mothers and children, and fields, with 
persecutions – and in the age to come, eternal life.” NRSV. 
23 “Indeed, just as the Father raises the dead and gives them life, so also the Son gives life to whomever He wishes.” NRSV. 
24Judith C. Hayes et al., "The Spiritual History Scale in Four Dimensions (Shs-4): Validity and Reliability," The Gerontologist 41, no. 
2 (2001): 242-43.  While the results of this research showed plausible positive results for an association between religious 
beliefs/practices and health in the elderly subjects, the researchers were extremely tentative about drawing any definitive 
conclusions, constantly producing reasons why their results might lack reliability or construct and external validity.  
25 Peter C. Hill and K.I. Pargament, "Advances in the Conceptualisation and Measurement of Religion and Spirituality: 
Implications for Physical and Mental Research," The American Psychologist 58, no. January (2008). Judith C. Hayes et al., "The 
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still more questions than answers being raised in most of the papers reviewed (especially around the area 
of spiritual value to people with dementia). The researchers often struggled both with results of their 
inquiries that were not absolutely clear cut, and also the challenge of how to provide spiritual resources that 
could appropriately address the spiritual needs of people in situations such as end-of-life and chronic care.  
Having identified spirituality and faith as a generally beneficial health factor, there is no “one size fits all” 
solution to situations encountered in the research described. Also, people who had experienced what could 
be regarded as religious disappointments or conflicts during their lives manifested higher levels of fear, 
anxiety, disillusionment, and distress about low self-worth, with potentially negative health outcomes of 
depression, panic disorder, and propensity to suicide26. 
 
However, since the 1998 publication of Rowe and Kahn’s work on successful aging27 which did not address 
the importance of spirituality as a component of their study, a number of researchers have considered this 
a factor important enough to investigate as a component of elder health and well-being.  Crowther et al28 
in particular criticised the Rowe and Kahn model because it did not recognise and acknowledge the growing 
body of research during the early to mid-nineties29 that was examining the relationship between spirituality 
and health outcomes in the elderly.  Koenig and his associates30 explored possible relationships between 
various types of religious coping and a number of physical and mental characteristics, and discovered that 
religious coping strategies such as praying were strongly related to a higher quality of life belief, and low 
depressive symptoms. In contrast, self-directed coping without an association with God was associated 
with greater depression, and a lower quality of life. “The Southampton Ageing Project”31 discovered that 
depression and loss of life meaning were most apparent in the subjects with weak religious beliefs. Koenig, 
McCullough and Larson’s32 work extended the discourse on this whole area. They concluded that while 
only a few of the studies reported were initially intended to look at the effect religious involvement might 
have on health, surveying subjects whose beliefs and practices were grounded in religious traditions 
consistently generated findings that showed an association with better health. Thus, it is reasonable to 
extrapolate from the general literature on spirituality, faith, aging and health, that religious coping does add 
                                                 
Spiritual History Scale in Four Dimensions (Shs-4): Validity and Reliability," The Gerontologist 41, no. 2 (2001). Crowther et al., 
"Rowe and Kahn's Model of Successful Aging Revisited: The Forgotten Factor." Harold G. Koenig, "A Commentary: The Role 
of Religion and Spirituality at the End of Life.," The Gerontologist 42, no. 3 (2002). 
 
26 Hill and Pargament, "Advances in the Conceptualisation and Measurement of Religion and Spirituality: Implications for 
Physical and Mental Research," 16. 
27 Rowe and Kahn, "Successful Aging." 
28 Martha R. Crowther et al., “Rowe and Kahn’s Model of Successful Aging Revisited: Positive Spirituality – the Forgotten Factor, 
no. 5 (2002): 613.   
29J.S. Levin, "How Prayer Heals: A Theoretical Model," Alternative Therapy in Health Medicine 2(1996); C.G Ellison, "Religious 
Involvement and Subjective Well-Being," Journal of Health and Social Behaviour 32(1991); D.R. Williams et al., "Religion and 
Psychological Distress in a Community Sample," Social Science and Medicine 32(1991). 
30Harold G. Koenig, K.I. Pargament, and J. Nielsen, "Religious Coping and Health Status in Medically Ill Hospitalised Older 
Adults," The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease 86(1998): 513-21. 
31P.G. Coleman et al., "Spiritual Belief and Quality of Life: The Experience of the Bereaved Spouse," Qual Ageing Policy Practice 
Research 3(2002): 20-26. 
32 Harold G. Koenig, Michael E. McCullough, and David B. Larson, Handbook of Religion and Health  (New York, Oxford: 
University Press, 2001). 
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an important component to stressful life events such as the aging process, bringing greater purpose in life, 
and higher levels of well-being to people who have strong spiritual motivation and a history of positive 
spiritual experiences.   
 
What was not addressed in the research and writings of the late 20th and very early 21st Century is the effect 
on all the theories of faith and aging that the advent of the group known generally as the baby boomers33 
into their 70s will bring. By 2016 the first of this post-war birth explosion had reached 70, and brought with 
it a totally different set of expectations around faith and church ministry from previous generations. These 
baby boomers do not respond well to being labelled “old”, or “senior citizens”, and many “think of 
themselves as 10-15 years younger than they actually are”34. Thus there are a number of factors to be 
considered, as Janet Schaeffler35 describes when considering faith formation with the elderly, including the 
importance of recognising that each person is unique, and cannot be placed into a category simply because 
of their age. This population contains people with numerous and varied needs who bring an abundance of 
gifts and wisdom to their worship environments. A completely new set of attitudes needs to be 
accommodated as “today’s older adults are living longer, and are healthy and energetic. Thus ministries 
involving them need to be viewed as with and through older adults, rather than to older adults”36. John Roberto 
notes the problem that most churches “continue to use models of faith formation that were developed in 
the 19th and 20th Century world”37. He goes on to comment that “adult faith formation now needs to target 
a particular life stage or generation”38 and specifically shift to a ministry that actually attracts these older 
people who no longer relate to one that may have been suitable for their parents. The growth and 
convergence of digital technologies, the rise of social media, the dramatic growth of religious content on 
these media, along with longer paid or voluntary work lives, are transforming the lives of this group, and 
any faith formation strategies will need to recognise this. Faith formation in the 21st Century has a greater 
chance of succeeding in bringing the Good News to the baby boomers if their strongly developed network 
focus is recognised and incorporated in ministries that are directed to them. However, the age group ahead 
of them, generally referred to the “Builders”39 is still around and typically had a traditional faith upbringing. 
Many in this group still want their mid-20th Century faith and religious experiences to be continued in their 
manner of worship in this 21st Century and will potentially come into conflict with the baby boomers, who 
have different sets of faith and worship needs. 
                                                 
33 The term is used to refer to people born during the Post–World War II baby boom, specifically between 1946 and 1964. 
34John Roberto, "Developing Faith Formation for the Baby Boom Generation," Lifelong Faith (2010): 36. 
35Janet Schaeffler, "The Challenges and Opportunities for Faith Formation with Maturing Adults," ibid. , no. Fall (2012). 
36Ibid., 43. 
37 John Roberto, "Faith Formation for the 21st Century," 
<http://www.lifelongfaith.com/uploads/5/1/6/4/5164069/faith_formation_for_the_21st_century_-_article.pdf>. (April 24 
2015) 
38Ibid., 6. 
39Richard P. Johnson, Parish Ministry for Maturing Adults  (New York: Twenty-Third Publications, 2007). Johnson identified three 
groups of the maturing population – Boomers (1946-1964), Builders (1920-1945) and Elders (those who have lived very long 




What is showing in research into older people’s faith formation process is that those later years can be very 
fulfilling for spiritual and faith development40. Robert Best found that many of these people felt “the need 
to devote more time and energy to prayer and other spiritual practices in an effort to find stronger meaning 
in their lives”41.  However, while agreeing with the kind of findings Best described, Richard Johnson42 also 
saw “maturing adults as perhaps the least understood of any group within churches today. They are 
generally the group that receives the least amount of focus on faith formation”. He discovered a perception 
among many congregations that older people wouldn’t need any special further faith formation, since they 
are presumed to have it fully developed from earlier periods of their lives, and can now rely on life 
experience to support their faith. This is a very “hit and miss proposition that satisfies no-one”43, least of 
all the aging faith seeker. Such an attitude also demonstrates the prejudice of ageism and a lack of 
understanding of the need for continuing faith formation throughout an entire life. Otherwise, how can 
maturing adults continue to develop their realisation of and confidence in God’s encompassing presence 
in their lives? Their faith is, as for all generations, constantly changing and growing, and therefore has a 
purpose as valid as any other group. It thus clearly needs as much nourishment as every other age group, 
and there is no evidence (outside health problems such as dementia) that the cognitive abilities needed to 
learn new ideas and information, plus the capacity to retain them, is diminished throughout the adult years. 
 
Everyone’s faith journey is unique, but generally researchers such as John Roberto and Cathy Minkiewicz 
have found that maturing adults in particular “respond to faith formation offerings that nurture their 
spiritual lives and increase their understanding of their faith”44. When considering this situation questions 
get raised about capabilities of continuing faith formation in people of more advanced years. Frederica 
Thompsett45 challenged many preconceptions about faith in the aging person, when she discussed the 
cultural concepts that have become quite prevalent in people’s attitudes towards ministry with older adults. 
In particular she noted that the church will have to recognise and accommodate the fact that faith formation 
has changed over the last twenty plus years, with impacts on all generations, especially the dramatically 
growing group of baby boomers, who are bringing high levels of skills and life experiences into their 
worship environments. They do not expect to be treated as though they no longer have anything of value 
to contribute, are accustomed to challenging the status quo in their work lives, and will bring that energy 
and optimism for change into their retirement activities, especially church-based ones. Ray Mattes discussed 
this in his paper on “The Aging Process: A Journey of Lifelong Spiritual Formation”, commenting that 
                                                 
40Robert J. Best, "The Spiritual Role of the Elder in the 21st Century," in Aging and Spirituality: Spiritual Dimensions of Aging Theory, 
Research, Practice, and Policy, ed. David O. Moberg (Binghamton, NY: Haworth Pastoral Press, 2001), 21.  
41Ibid., 24. 
42Richard P. Johnson, "Shaping a New Vision of Faith Formation for Maturing Adults: Sixteen Fundamental Tasks," Lifelong 
Faith, no. Spring (2007): 39. 
43Ibid., 40. 
44 John Roberto and Cathy Minkiewicz, “Best Practices in Adult Faith Formation,” Lifelong Faith, no. Fall/Winter (2007): 3  
45 Frederica Thompsett, "Provocative Headlines and Theological Lifelines," 
<http://www.episcopalchurch.org/files/2_faith_formation__spirituality_of_aging.pdf>. (April 25 2015) 
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while aging may have been “the area of our lives to which we previously paid little attention that now comes 
to the forefront of our consciousness ... and this realisation that change has occurred both within and 
around us is an element that both aging and spirituality share”46. Also, this new group of older adults are 
“productive, socially connected, healthy, have an adequate income and better mental health”47 than their 
predecessor generations.  
 
Commenting on the Episcopal Church website about “The New Retirement Survey” carried out by Merrill 
Lynch in 2004, Thompsett48 noted that increasingly the older adult group comprises people with strong 
mental and physical competence seeking quality social interaction and a sense of identity and self-worth. 
Retirement is a change of direction, not a withdrawal from an active mental and physical life. On the same 
website, Rev. Dr. Carlson also discussed the inappropriateness and offensiveness of regarding older adults 
as “silly, irrelevant, superfluous creatures, which have lost their value in our society… As we age our lives 
can become less encumbered and we can take more time to seek the answer to the question ‘what is it that 
God wants of me in this particular situation of my life’?”49. Thus, if these people are considering a more 
creative aging experience, there needs to be an understanding that though they may have a limited time left 
to develop and use their skills and energies, they are fully aware of their value in God’s eyes, and want to 
have that value recognised by their families and churches. Also, making meaning by becoming involved in 
new activities and letting go of others helps these people “successfully maintain their self-esteem and sense 
of well-being despite experiencing losses that often accompany old age”50. Therefore local congregations 
and church hierarchy need to develop strategies and infrastructures which capitalise on this opportunity 
rather than shut it off with worship and faith offerings that neither meet their needs nor understand the 
world views of this group.  
 
 Appropriate faith development strategies for the older adult are being proposed by a number of 
researchers, who, as noted earlier, agree that there is an “association between religious involvement and 
well-being”51, and any such strategies have to take religious and faith beliefs into consideration. Robert 
Atchley also brought in the aspect of a disconnection from a work life that provided identity and a sense of 
security along with status and prestige, where there is now a risk that “the relationship between the person 
and other members of society can be severed or altered in quality”52. He goes on to describe the post-
retirement situation many older adults are finding in which “inner life and contemplative spirituality become 
                                                 
46Ray Mattes, "Spiritual Need One: Spiritual Development: The Aging Process: A Journey of Lifelong Spiritual Formation," 
Journal of Religion, Spirituality and Aging 17, no. 3-4 (2005): 59,61. 
47 Konrad J. Noronha, “Impact of Religion and Spirituality on Older Adulthood,” Journal of Spirituality and Aging 17, no. 27 (2015).   
48 Thompsett, "Provocative Headlines and Theological Lifelines" 2. 
49 Carlson, "A Theology of Aging and a Vision for the Church" 60. 
50V. Orgeta, "Specificity of Age Differences in Emotion Regulation," Aging and Mental Health 13, no. 6 (2009): 820. 
51Konrad J. Noronha, "Impact of Religion and Spirituality on Older Adulthood," Journal of Religion, Spirituality and Aging 27, no. 1 
(2015): 21. 
52 Robert C. Atchley, “Continuity, Spiritual Growth, and Coping,” Journal of Religion, Spirituality and Aging, no. 18 (2006): 22.  
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more important”53 than the previous work life status may have delivered. An interesting proposition is made 
by Best54 when he comments that as older people often feel “the need to devote more time and energy to 
prayer and other spiritual practices in an effort to find stronger meaning in their lives, retirement complexes 
could represent a place where older adults gather to live in community, reflect on their lives and share their 
common experiences”, exploring and strengthening their faith in the process. Regrettably, Best doesn’t see 
this facet of reflective aging being part of the offerings by most retirement businesses, and thus the 
opportunity for the residents to share their stories, and their religious traditions, is limited. His view is that 
retirement communities could certainly enhance their residents’ quality of life by providing better 
environments for those seeking spiritual growth.  
 
Consistently appearing in the research on this area55 is the importance to older adults’ faith of actual 
attendance at structured religious services. This community provides prayer and sharing opportunities to 
older adults as well as other generations, which are regarded as enhancing their faith and also enabling them 
not only to mix with others on the same journey, but to take advantage of specific faith-related activities 
offered by their churches. The results of that research noted here also indicate that older adults are still 
seeking faith formation, do not regard themselves as fully formed spiritually, and are using prayer in 
particular to nourish their faith growth. The research also concludes that there is a lack of understanding of 
how best to assist the faith journeys of these older adults, with a tendency to continue providing traditional 
worship and faith offerings that, as noted earlier, do not meet their needs or understand the world views of 
this group. To add further complication into the issue of attempting to understand the worship and faith 
needs of these older adults, there has been a change in worshipping communities where both diminishing 
numbers and financial states have meant a reduction in the availability of traditional ordained clergy support. 
This piece of research is intended to examine how older Christian adults do manage to sustain their faith 
when they are in worship environments which are completely different from their earlier life experiences, 
and where there is an expectation of significant personal contribution to their worship activities. 
  
                                                 
53Robert C. Atchley, "Continuity, Spiritual Growth, and Coping," Journal of Religion, Spirituality and Aging 18, no. 2-3 (2006): 22. 
54Best, "The Spiritual Role of the Elder in the 21st Century," 24. 
55Pamela Lynn Schultz-Hipp, "Do Spirituality and Religiosity Increase with Age?," in Aging and Spirituality: Spiritual Dimensions of 
Aging Theory, Research, Practice and Policy, ed. David O. Moberg (Binghampton, NY: Haworth Press, 2001). 
John Roberto and Cathy Minkiewicz, "Best Practices in Adult Faith Formation," Lifelong Faith, no. Fall/Winter (2007). 
Noronha, "Impact of Religion and Spirituality on Older Adulthood." 







3.0 Chapter Overview  
 
Given that the background reading carried out for this research project consistently indicated a general lack 
of understanding about the faith journeys being undertaken by Christian older adults, a closer examination 
of this issue definitely seemed worthwhile. Also, little information was found of any impact on the spiritual 
needs of these people when they found themselves in shared worship environments which were quite 
different from those of their early and adult years. Thus, the question this research sought to answer is:  
 
How do older Anglican Christians sustain their faith when they exercise worship in an 
environment of shared ministry, rather than in one that is led by traditional ordained stipended 
clergy? 
 
I broke down the research problem into a series of detailed questions to be considered during the data 
collection and analysis process. This process generated the interview questions shown in Appendix B. The 
answers to those questions were then used to develop a substantive theory about this problem once the 
data analysis had been carried out. 
 
The developed theory needed not only to identify what the issues are, but also how those issues appear in, 
and may affect, the worship life of these Christians considered likely to be in the last 20 years of their lives 
and now worshipping within a non-traditional Anglican Church model. In order to do this, the research 
strategy needed to be consistent and credible. Semi-structured individual interviews were arranged with 
sixteen worshipping Anglican Christians who were active participants in four of the eighteen LSMU 
environments within the Auckland Diocese, with a qualitative approach used for the data analysis56. 
 
3.1 Overall Research Strategy 
The nature of this research problem was, like most explorations of human attitudes and perceptions, quite 
complex. It was to be an exploratory, theory-building field study of how the faith journeys of the selected 
group of older adult Anglicans were sustained within a shared ministry worship model as applied within the 
Auckland Diocese. Responses to inquiries about these perceptions and beliefs were generally expected to 
be personally interpretive, subjective, context and (to a certain extent) role sensitive, relatively unstructured, 
and quite rich in their content57. 
                                                 
56W.J. Orlikowski and J.J. Baroudi, "Studying Information Technology in Organisations: Research Approaches and 
Assumptions," Information Systems Research 2, no. 1 (1991): 1-28.  




The interviewees’ comments made in response to the interview questions should also reveal perceptions 
and attitudes about how they were now sustaining their faith in this local shared ministry model. It was “an 
attempt to learn what is meaningful and relevant to the people being studied”58, and an exploration of how 
these individuals experience their current worship life, seeking meaning of the faith world they inhabit. The 
terminology Qualitative Research is typically applied to this kind of research approach, and is defined by 
Denzin and Lincoln as “an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world, where researchers study things 
in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or to interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings 
people bring to them”59. Swinton and Mowat reinforce this view where they comment that the evidence 
gathered from such studies: 
can tell many stories, and all of them contain varying degrees of truth. The researcher’s task is 
to tell her story about the situation as well and as accurately as she can; to create her evidence 
convincingly and to bring that evidence before the “judge” who will read her report and 
pronounce the final verdict60. 
I had considered a number of methodological approaches, and decided that the works of Yin61, Stake62, and 
Eisenhardt63, were particularly helpful for making the final choice of Case Study as the preferred 
methodology. Eisenhardt sums up the general views of the others with her comment that a case study is “a 
research strategy which focuses on understanding the dynamics present within single settings”64  and is a 
very useful approach when considering building theoretical models. This explanation definitely fitted the 
process I would be undertaking and allowed for the desired theory building arising from the analysis of the 
rich data gained from the participant interviews. Also in this research situation, I was not part of any of the 
LSMU sites from which the interviewees were drawn. This would allow them to be relatively frank in 
expressing their views, encouraged further by giving them a clear understanding of how their anonymity 
would be preserved both by the Grounded Theory method of data analysis and theory building developed 
by Glaser and Strauss65, and the Ethics Approval process applied by the University of Otago to this 
research66. 
 
Of the various types of case study approaches available, this research fell within Stake’s collective case study, 
where a number of cases (LSMU) and selected units of analysis within each case (worshippers in the older 
                                                 
58W.L. Neuman, Social Research Methods 3rd Edition, 3rd ed. (MA: Allyn and Bacon, 1997), 169. 
59Norman K. Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln, eds., Handbook of Qualitative Research, 2nd ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2000), 3. 
60John Swinton and Harriet Mowat, Practical Theology and Qualitative Research  (London: SCM Press, 2007), 30. 
61Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods, 5th ed. (Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2014). 
62R.E. Stake, "Case Studies," in Handbook of Qualitative Research, ed. Norman K. Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln (Thousand Oaks, 
CA: Sage, 2002). 
63Kathleen M. Eisenhardt, "Building Theories from Case Study Research," The Academy of Management Review 14, no. 4 (1989). 
64  ibid., 532. 
65B.G. Glaser and A.L. Strauss, The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research  (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 
1967). 
66 Both the required Participant Information Form and the Interviewee Consent Form are included as Appendix C at the end of 
this report.  
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adult category) would be selected. The cases used were chosen for theoretical sampling as described by 
Glaser and Strauss, rather than statistical reasons. The only criteria used for inclusion in the project were 
that the Ministry Units were part of the Auckland Diocese LSMU structure, and that the interviewees were 
regular worshippers in that environment who were over the age of 70 years. It could not be known in 
advance whether the individual cases might manifest common, or utterly different, characteristics, even 
though they were all organised under the same Auckland Diocese Local Shared Ministry Statute. Analysing 
the responses of the interviewees within the individual cases selected should help towards a better 
understanding, and perhaps better theorising, about a larger collection of cases; namely all the LSMUs in 
the Auckland Diocese. As a research endeavour, use of the qualitative case study approach contributes 
uniquely to knowledge gained about individuals and organisations. Its strength is the way it accommodates 
the collection of rich and unstructured data which can be analysed in methods which greatly assist useful 
theory-building. 
 
3.2 Research Method 
My choice of research method was influenced by a number of factors. Firstly, the number of people who 
needed to be interviewed as contributors to the data collection, secondly, the open-ended nature of the data 
to be collected, and thirdly, the expectation that a theory would be built from the analysis of the data 
collected. With respect to interpretive case studies, Walsham67 notes that “it can be argued that interviews 
are the primary data source, since it is through this method that the researcher can best access the 
interpretations that participants have regarding the actions and events which have taken, or are taking, place, 
along with the views and aspirations of themselves and other participants”. This view is supported by other 
writers such as Yin68, Eisenhardt69, Reid70 and Dey71, all of whom agree that the interview style of data 
collection activity is most effective when sensitive or complex data are needed. 
 
As a result of contacts made during the annual Local Shared Ministry Conference, five LSMUs representing 
a spread of rural and suburban sites were approached via an email to their Administrators asking if there 
would be interest from members of their congregations in being involved in the interview data collection 
process. 
Ten questions72 were developed that would allow the interviewees to reflect on their faith journeys to that 
point of their lives, their feelings about their current worship environment, and their preferred worship 
                                                 
67Geoff Walsham, "Interpretive Case Studies in Information Systems Research: Nature and Method," European Journal of 
Information Systems 4, no. 2 (1995): 78. 
68Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods. 
69Eisenhardt, "Building Theories from Case Study Research." 
70Gillian A. Reid, "Phd Thesis: Non-I C T Executive Perceptions of, and Attitudes Towards, I C T Infrastructure Projects" 
(University of Auckland, 2007). 
71Ian Dey, Qualitative Data Analysis: A User-Friendly Guide for Social Scientists, 5th ed. (London: Routledge, 2002). 
72 See Appendix B for a copy of the Interview Questions. 
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environment for the rest of their lives. An explanation of the Research Project and its purpose, along with 
copies of the interview questions were sent with the email. Four potential interviewees from each LSMU 
were sought who were regular worshippers and over the age of 70 years. 
 
 Four out of the five LSMUs approached responded, and all were enthusiastic about being involved. The 
Administrators collected the contact details of the interviewee volunteers, and passed them to me. I sent 
copies of the Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form (Appendix C) to each volunteer, explained 
that each interview would be audio-recorded, and the interview times for each LSMU were arranged. I also 
arranged to attend the Sunday Service immediately following the interviews to see both the way each service 
operated, and the involvement, if any, of the interviewees. 
 
The spread of LSMUs involved was from the far north of the Diocese to central Auckland. As mentioned 
earlier, the focus was on theoretical sampling rather than statistical outcomes. Each interview was recorded 
as a sound file on my Tablet then transcribed into a word document as a series of sound bites of all 
comments that related to the overall research question. Comments that were outside the scope of the 
research were not transcribed, but remained on the original audio files. 
 
3.3 Data Analysis 
Of the approaches available to assist the task of inductive theory building, the one chosen for this research 
was Grounded Theory, as originally developed by Glaser and Strauss in 196773, and further refined by each 
of the original authors both singly and in collaboration with others.  
While it is an inductive approach to data analysis it is a “qualitative research method that uses a systematic 
set of procedures to develop an inductively derived theory about a phenomenon”74. Thus, it still retains 
some of the strengths and discipline of positivist approaches to data analysis in the way it uses strict coding 
procedures to analyse the captured data. It is attractive for qualitative research because of the way it 
approaches making sense out of large amounts of unstructured text. The emphasis is firstly on breaking 
each interview down into small chunks of text each of which would have codes applied to identify it. This 
is followed by well-signposted procedures for constant comparison of those codes combining them into 
meaningful clusters. This principle of constant comparison both of codes and clusters is at the heart of the 
Grounded Theory approach to data analysis. Glaser and Strauss had an ideological split about how 
Grounded Theory data analysis should be carried out and I opted to follow Glaser’s preferred approach of 
Open Coding followed by Selective and Theoretical Coding that would naturally emerge as part of the 
                                                 
73Glaser and Strauss, The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research. 
74A.L. Strauss and J. Corbin, "Grounded Theory Methodology: An Overview," in Handbook of Qualitative Research, ed. Norman K. 
Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln (California: Sage, 1994), 24. 
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constant comparison process. I had already applied this approach successfully in an earlier research 
project75, and was comfortable that it would work again for this one.  
Also, given my own association with, and background in, the field I was researching as a member of an 
LSMU I needed to keep in mind Klein and Myer’s comments about being scrupulous over how any possible 
“preconceptions about the participants [may] affect the construction, documentation, and organisation of 
the material”76. Other principles Klein and Myers describe, especially those of “Abstraction and 
Generalisation” and “Multiple Interpretations”, were also useful mental guidelines for the care with which 
I needed to approach the data extraction process. Not all the principles they described fitted my situation. 
However, the authors helpfully noted that “researchers need to work out for themselves how (and which 
of) the principles apply in any particular situation, and recognise their interdependence when choosing what 
to say depending on the audience and the story he or she wants to tell”77. At all stages of this discussion I 
also attempted to ensure that the developed codes and themes could always be tracked back to the original 
data extract (sound bite) that was its grounded source.  
Thus the data extracted from all the interviews would be broken into key phrases, or “sound bites” which 
would have reasonably meaningful Open Codes assigned to each one. In the subsequent selective coding 
phase, these groups of sound bites that belonged to each Open Code would then be clustered into low level 
categories. Constant checking would be carried out that each sound bite and its open code were still 
reflective of what had been said. Linkages between these categories would then be mapped into high level 
categories. During the theoretical coding phase, these high-level categories would be examined for emerging 
relationships. The patterns developing from this clustering would get further checks for relationships 
between categories and original clusters. Finally, themes would be generated which would subsequently 
shape any theories that could be considered relevant and valid, all derived from the original data. Appendix 
D illustrates the theory building steps carried out to produce the substantive theory. 
Having determined the data collection and data analysis approach, the next stage was to carry out the site 
visits and the interviews then analyse the data they produced. The four site visits for the sixteen interviews 
were carried out during June and July 2015.  
Each interview was audio-recorded then uploaded onto my laptop for later extraction of relevant 
information. For each interview, the sound bites that had some relationship to the research question were 
extracted from the audio file as verbatim quotes. They were then written up into a MS-Word document for 
later clustering as the beginning of the data coding process. Each of these sound bites was a thick, rich 
description of a point being discussed, and would have an Open Code to it assigned at the first stage of the 
                                                 
75 Reid, "Phd Thesis: Non-I C T Executive Perceptions of, and Attitudes Towards, I C T Infrastructure Projects." 
76 H.K. Klein and M.D. Myers, "A Set of Principles for Conducting and Evaluating Interpretive Field Studies," MIS Quarterly 23, 
no. 1 (1999): 74. 
77 Ibid., 78. 
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formal Grounded Theory coding process. The next stage, preliminary clustering, put some structure around 
the initial data extraction process by moving similar sound bites into new logical lists with headings that 
made sense for the cluster, and began to draw out some early concepts which related to the research 
question. Appendix E details the pre-coding clusters developed at this stage, and an example of one of 
these initial sound bite clusters prior to any open coding activity, can be seen as Appendix F. These clusters 
became the first part of the classification phase that Dey wrote about as being an integral part of the whole 
process of data analysis.  
This ordering process, derived from both Dey, and Miles and Huberman78 assisted my approach to this 
first data extraction exercise, yet I felt did not compromise the Grounded Theory principles I was following. 
These sound bites would eventually reveal the fundamental patterns which then would lead to key themes 
and the ultimate theory. Those patterns would emerge simply by constant comparison of the sampled sound 
bites both within an interview and across all of them. It was interesting how quickly logical clusters began 
to appear, even before the actual coding process. There were the original research elements corresponding 
to the ten interview questions, plus the appearance of other new groupings where the sound bite identified 
something which did not relate directly to the interview question elements. This process was not precisely 
according to the original Grounded Theory constant comparison of the original raw data, as directed by 
the Glaser-defined coding phases. However, the process was still quite iterative, and did generate new 
concepts in a way that was consistent with his approach. 
The flow diagram, Figure 3.1 illustrates the complete Grounded Theory process described in this chapter, 
of coding and analysing the data collected in the interviews, through to the Inductive Theory building stage. 




                                                 
78Miles and Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis: An Expanded Source Book. 
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3.3.1 Open Coding 
Open coding is the first phase of the whole comparative analysis process which is designed to generate a 
theory that is encapsulated within a framework grounded in the original source data sound bites. As many 
qualitative researchers have noted79, this process is very time-consuming, and potentially quite messy. 
However, it can generate wonderful rich and interesting concepts from the data, which are critical to the 
development of a theory that could provide an answer to the research question.  
Once the data sound bites had been loosely organised into general families of similar sound bites, Open 
Codes were then created that related to the meaning of each sound bite and highlighted some concept that 
these sound bites implied. Glaser laid great emphasis on the fact that this concept naming process was 
designed to uncover concepts and patterns that the interviewees were not necessarily aware of at the time 
of the interview discussions. Their comments would have been made in the context of their particular 
environment and situation. The resulting conceptualisations and the theory that developed from them, 
however, would be the result of merging similar sound bites from all the interview participants, losing 
individual LSMU and interviewee identities in the process. Where a sound bite might have been a suitable 
fit with more than one Open Code, either a decision was made as to the most suitable allocation, or a new 
Open Code was created. In those cases, sound bites already allocated into codes were checked to see if any 
of them could be more appropriately allocated to the new code. If so, the sound bites were moved to the 
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new Open Code. The final list of 21 Open Codes is included as Appendix G and comprised a total of just 
over 1100 sound bites. This number of Open Codes is not large for an initial Grounded Theory data coding 
process, but as the questions in the interviews were fairly tightly targeted, the responses stayed generally 
around the issues being explored about the older adult faith journey and worship in the LSMU environment. 
As seen by the example in Appendix H a number of different codes were typically generated from the 
sound bites in any given cluster. After all the interview sound bites had been coded and assigned to their 
Open Code lists, each Open Code list was scrutinised to see if any sound bites had been inappropriately 
coded when compared with all the others assigned to that code. A number of sound bites were recoded 
and moved as a result of this exercise, a laborious, but necessary process. Every sound bite was checked 
against its Open Code and also with the concepts that were beginning to emerge. An example of one Open 
Code and its final list of associated sound bites is included as Appendix I. Already, some of my original 
assumptions about expected issues were not supported by the data, and there were some new issues 
appearing which I had not considered in the original research question. 
3.3.2 Selective Coding 
Once the open coding phase was finished comparative analyses were made of the key concepts that were 
emerging from the codes and their contents. This was carried out by applying the second stage of Grounded 
Theory data analysis, Selective Coding. Similar Open Codes were grouped together into low-level categories 
(constructs). The Open Codes became the properties of the low-level categories, and these categories when 
clustered into similar families of codes themselves, became the properties of new higher level, more abstract 
ones80. Where an Open Code fitted more than one category a new category was created to address this 
duplication, and the conflicted Open Codes moved into it. In one or two cases it became clear that the 
categories themselves could be moved or merged, because the Open Codes within them were so similar. 
This was also carried out until the final set of categories reflected sensible and distinct constructs. 
Some new concepts were beginning to emerge which were not part of the original elements identified in 
the literature reviewed up to that point, or from my own background experience of observing older adults 
worshipping in this kind of environment. This selective coding activity of category creation, movement, 
and merging, generated some very interesting insights into the extracted interview data that otherwise may 
have been overlooked. This category (construct) creation and refinement process finally generated five 
major categories which are detailed in Table 3.1.  
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One example of the results of constantly comparing these low-level categories is the second major category 
in the above table, Worship. The low-level categories here identified specific worship-related issues of 
Worship Experience and Worship Development that sat alongside, and affected, the faith journeys and 
current faith states of the interviewees. Because a number of different interpretations may be drawn from 
these groupings, the sound bites assembled within each original Open Code were retained as foundational 
to the whole exercise. Thus, effectively, a memo list was maintained of the key components of each Open 
Code, the subsequent low-level category, and the Selective Code groups. If there was any doubt about the 
validity of associations made between Open Codes through the selective coding process, or later 
relationships between the resulting categories, those sound bites were a quick way of checking that the 
theory being created was still grounded in, and reflected, the original data. 
Maintaining the integrity of the interpretive (bottom up) approach, no implications of relationships between 
major categories were considered at this stage; I just wanted to be sure the categories were clearly grounded 
in the data that formed the analytical trail to this point, and were presented in a way that would lead logically 
to the next phase, Theoretical Coding. 
3.3.3 Theoretical Coding 
The third phase of the Grounded Theory data analysis process was Theoretical coding. This comprised 
considering the relationships between the major categories which had been created. In order to be satisfied 
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that the connections were sensible, the relationships themselves were described and noted as analytic 
memos, as originally suggested by Glaser and Strauss81. These produced both one to many, and also many 
to many, relationships which developed in the process of examining these categories.  
Appendix J documents analytic memos developed during this process. It describes the relationships 
between the categories, along with some of the interview sound bites which generated them. A 
diagrammatic representation of the final major categories and the way they were beginning to interconnect, 
as a result of the analytic memos development, is shown as Figure 3.2. 









Central to all relationships was Faith, connected to, and affected by, all the other categories. Thus, as 
expected, in its own right it was now showing as one of the major building blocks for the evolving themes 
which were expected to answer the Research Question. 
 
At this stage in the data analysis process some clear, identifiable concepts, themes, or images (a picture) 
were definitely arising out of the groupings being brought together. In the end, to make any subsequent 
theory credible, all the pieces needed to fit and make sense. By following Glaser’s82 approach, the theoretical 
coding themes were now appearing naturally and persuasively. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show how these 
connections built towards the final theoretical concepts or themes. 
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Figure 3.3: Sound bite to category to theme connections – Theme A 
From Initial Start Lists of sound bites Open Codes Low Level Categories Major Categories         Theme A




No special obvious influence to pray. 
Just always did. 
 
I still feel a divine presence, but not 
so much definitely guiding every 
decision I make as I used to feel. 
 
My faith now is about at a 7/10 
count. But it is still fundamental to 
who I am now even though I am less 
actively involved now. 
 
Found I needed to go to church, for 
worship and a place to pray. 
 
And that was to do with coming 
back into the church, and they were 
so nourishing. 
 
LSM has had a place in making 
my faith grow, in these later years. 
 
Sent out to Sunday School class 
during the sermon, so never knew 
what a sermon was. 
 
After marriage moved through a 
number of Parishes over the years. 
































Figure 3.4: Sound bite to category to theme connections – Theme B 














































Two other analysis activities were carried out at this point. The first looked at contextual data such as 
interviewee background and gender. This could potentially provide possible cross-referencing for analysis 
of faith and worship activities carried out by these older adults, particularly when considering if they 
Never was a regular church attendee 
growing up, and not a determined 
Anglican, even now. Happy to 
attend other churches. 
 
Had never been to church before 
then, but parents thought it was 
time the chn were christened. 
 
Became a regular, committed 
worshipper in my 50s when chn all 
moved on. 
 
As a family we had wanted to be a 
part of a church community and give 
that influence to our children. 
 
You always called the priest 
Reverend. We don’t do that now 
with these priests. It’s not the same. 
 
I’m on the MST as Preaching co-
ordinator and that’s quite exciting. 
It helps me get to know the people I 
want to be spending time with.  
 
I acknowledge in discussion is that 
this LSMU is the way Christianity 
started, with Paul etc. So I have to 
be comfortable with it. 
 
I went to church, to Bible study, to 
Youth Group. All those things that 
kept me grounded through those 
years. 
 
The Enabler is a very remote person 
to me and thus I don’t feel we really 
have a leader. 
 
As a young adult, questioned my 
faith. Too many things I didn’t 
understand. 
 
Now, your best mate is the priest 
and it isn’t the same. Doesn’t have 
the same state as being the priest 
who is in charge, not your mate. 
 
I wasn’t a regular attender in those 
days. I was a shift worker and that 
made it hard. 
 
I did all the other normal teenage 









































produced any positive or negative attitudes about their current worship environment that may show 
connections to their faith journeys.  
The second comparative analysis carried out, was to explore any responses to questions where there were 
clear similarities or differences between the present level of involvement in their worship activities and 
attitudes about their current faith state. In the course of conducting the interviews and analysing the 
transcripts, it seemed that there were some interviewees who had a stronger sense of their faith than others. 
It was worth examining the transcripts again, to see if there was any pattern to these different feelings and 
the levels of worship activity involvement and private prayer.  
3.4 Inductive Theory Building – Emergence of Themes 
At this point, the relationships between the major categories were indicating the emergence of two 
theoretical themes, which related to the Research Question. I had expected only one overall theme to 
surface from the Grounded Theory analysis process so the persistent way the data flowed into the resulting 
codes and created the two themes was interesting and enlightening. There was now sufficient rigour, in the 
data collection and analysis of the interviews, to be reasonably satisfied that the two themes developed out 
of the Theoretical Coding phase would provide the necessary guidelines for theory building. They certainly 
indicated relationships relating back to the original Research Question. 
The theme of Spiritual Wellbeing had developed from issues related to faith life and growth, along with 
worship experience and development. All of these were seen by the respondents as important to sustaining 
faith in their older adult years. The theme of Spiritual Environment had developed from issues related to 
these people’s religious backgrounds and commitments, influences from ministry and general faith 
structural experiences in their lives (especially their current worship environment), plus general religious 
and life challenges. 
At this point, I considered I had reached theoretical saturation, and was unlikely to get anything different if 
I went back and tried to reshuffle any of the codes and categories. The next task was to reflect on these 
findings, consider their implications, and compare them with the results of other research. 
One of the charges occasionally made about the Grounded Theory data analysis process, and in fact most 
inductive approaches to data analysis, is that someone else looking at the same raw data may come up with 
different codes, categories and themes. Thus, potentially a different Theory may arise. I have, in the past, 
observed several people in a workshop environment, individually analysing the same raw data from 
interviews, right through to generating Themes and Theories. In all cases the resulting themes and theories, 
while often carrying different names, were very close to being identical. The participants agreed that the 
rigour of the Grounded Theory data analysis process had an integrity that brought a reliable resulting theory, 





Discussion of Findings 
 
4.0 Chapter Overview 
This chapter discusses the two themes discovered in the data analysis process, Spiritual Wellbeing and 
Spiritual Environment. They each consider a component of the Research Question: 
How do older Anglican Christians sustain their faith when they exercise worship in an 
environment of shared ministry, rather than in one that is led by traditional ordained stipended 
clergy?  
 
Table 4.1 shows the two themes and the major categories which generated them. The findings for each 
major category and the low-level categories it comprises are discussed in turn. Illustrative quotes from the 
interview respondents are presented for the various categories to support the emerging theory, which is 
also discussed with reference to relevant literature.  
Table 4.1: Key Themes and Associated Major Categories which produced them 
Key Themes Major Categories 
Theme 1: Spiritual Wellbeing Faith 
Worship 




Table 4.2 lists the four LSMUs used in this research and includes relevant information about both the sites 
and the backgrounds of the interviewees in each one. Note that the pseudonyms used for the interviewees 
begin with A, B, C and D to indicate which LSMU they come from. These people, with 4 exceptions were 
pakeha New Zealanders who had grown up in New Zealand – in the safety and comfort of a democracy 
with little internal conflict or pressures. Of the four exceptions, one of the respondents was Maori, and 
three had emigrated to NZ from England having grown up in the Church of England tradition.  
 







Interviewees Details Background 
LSMU 
A 
3 x Eucharist, 
1 x  Morning 
Prayer 
Annette 84 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; widowed 
No strong Anglican background 
Always believed in God 
Late committed worshipper 
   Andrew 91 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; widowed 
No strong Anglican background 
Gradual faith development 
Late committed worshipper 
  Angela 70 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; married  
Strong Anglican background. 
Faith hugely important. 
Now a Sacramental Priest 
  Adrienne 74 yrs; Maori NZ; 
married 
Maori Anglican background but abusive home  
Very strong faith, still growing 
LSMU 
B 
3 x Eucharist, 
1 x  Morning 
Prayer 
Brian 83 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; widowed 
Little church background or contact because of farm 
isolation when growing up. 
Not particularly religious but have always been 
interested in church. 
Feel my faith has plateaued off now.    Betty 80 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; divorced 
Anglican upbringing and schooling. 
Married to a priest and moved through a number of 
Parishes over the years. Not long term anywhere. 
I probably spend 10 to 12 hrs a week on private 
worship and reading. 
  Bruce 74 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; married 
Background in Church of Christ. Was a much 
greater active involvement by members of the 
congregation in ministry, so had come here with that 
sort of understanding. 
Faith journey now more questioning, more doubtful. I 
have a faith, but the expression of it now is different, 
not so simplistic as when I was younger. It is still 
growing though. 
  Brenda 79 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; widowed 
Parents weren’t churchgoers but made sure we went to 
Sunday school. I had a very naïve, black and white 
view of religion.  
Went to a Pentecostal church for years. 
My faith is definitely still growing, with all the study 
groups and my reading etc. It’s still going forward. I 
am really exploring faith now. 
LSMU 
C 
4 x Sunday 
Eucharist,  
1 x Wed. 
Eucharist 
Chris 78 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; married 
Didn’t have much religious contact growing up. Just 
sang in the school choir. 
At the end of the day my faith is between me and 
God, and my journey is becoming more personal, not 
dependent on where I am worshipping. 
Feel that my faith is stronger and more sound than it 
has been through my life. 
  Colin 81 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; divorced 
I didn’t have a strong religious upbringing although 
we were CofE. I dropped away from church when I 
first came out here, and went back after we got 
married. I believe in God and Jesus and I’m very 
close to them. More so now I’m older. I talk to them 
and get amazing results. I’d say my faith is 
plateauing now. 
  Cathy 84 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; married 
I had a very strong Christian upbringing, we were 
Open Brethren. I became an OB missionary in 
Africa. 
I think my faith is sort of holding steady at the 
moment, on an even keel.  
  Clara 83 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; widowed 
We lived in the country so church was the local 
minister coming out once a month to our one-room 
school.  
Later I went to Sunday school, and with my mother. 
I was always the one who went to church. 
I think my faith is much stronger now than it’s ever 
been. Since I’ve become a priest, because you have to 
think a lot more deeply, and read a lot more. It is 





4 x Sunday 
Eucharist 
Dennis 77 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; married 
At age 10 I joined a church choir, and that was my 
first introduction to Church of England. Church did 
change my life. When you go into a group of people, 
that moulds you, and this moulded me. 
I think my faith has grown deeper as I’ve gone along, 
because of my early involvement in the church choir in 
England and that.  
  Dorothy 80 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; widowed 
My early teachers at Primary school were obviously 
living out their faith tradition with us. It just 
happened all around me. 
Then Church Army was the major faith influence 
over my life.  
I have matured in my faith and worship over my life. 
I am not sure how else to explain it. My faith is still 
growing. 
  Daphne 78 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; married 
Parents not outwardly religious, but brought us up in 
the CofE tradition. Everything was in place and the 
world was comfortable – all during my childhood 
years.  
I am active with my faith now and exploring it more. 
It has increased to the point where I can talk to other 
people about God. 
  Diana 73 yrs; Pakeha 
NZ; divorced 
I don’t think my childhood worship life has much 
influence on me now. It was very sin-oriented. 
My faith is not as active now as it used to be but I 
don’t feel it is any less. It is stabilising. 
 
Table 4.3 details some of the respondents’ positive and negative outcomes from questions related to public 
and private worship activity involvement and current faith journeys or state. Interestingly, there is no 
apparent gender bias, or significant differentiating background influence, in their current commitment to 
worship activities, either as participants in their LSMU or in personal worship. These comments are now 




Table 4.3: Worship activity involvement and faith state 
Interviewee Current Faith Status Involvement in LSMU Worship 
Activities 
Personal Worship Activities 
Annette Faith still growing. 
Faith stronger now in these 
later years – “just there”. 
Not very involved with how our LSMU 
operates now. 
Feel I am now an encourager to the more 
actively involved people. 
Do still feel able to comment on what’s 
happening. 
Pray every day. Feel much of my daily time 
is worship awareness. Not consciously set 
aside. 
Andrew Feel my faith has grown over 
recent years. 
Am more aware of my faith 
over these advancing years. 
Was very involved in the LSMU for years, 
but not so much now. Just an occasional 
reader. 
Primary faith activity now is just coming to 
church for worship. Nothing much else. 
Commune with God in private rather than 
talk to others, most of the time. 
Spend some time each day in personal 
worship. 
Angela Consider I am still growing in 
my faith, with each of the new 
readings and study I am 
involved in. Need to keep doing 
this to help constantly grow my 
faith. 
About 15 hrs per week on average with my 
church involvement. Would usually be doing 
something every day. 
Feel quite involved with way our LSMU is 
functioning, and contribute to decisions about 
it. 
Go quietly to God for faith support. 
Feel God is with me, all the time, whatever 
I’m doing. In moments of difficulty I just 
say – “God you’re in charge. I’m going to 
have a rest now”. 
Adrienne My faith will never stop 
growing I think, because of the 
environment here. 
Probably spend about 2 days a week on 
church-related work, including the course study 
we’re doing. 
This LSMU has enabled me to develop, and 
sometimes even do my own thing. 
Giving an hour a day in personal worship 
time to God – inc. reading and prayer.  
But really, my whole day is full of it. Any 
time I might suddenly think of something 
that is faith-related. 
Brian Think my faith has plateaued 
off now. 
Comfortable with where I am 
in my faith journey 
Spend about 3 hrs a week as Sacristan, plus 
come to services. 
I do participate in the LSM discussions, if I 
feel I have something to say. 
Probably less than an hour a week on 
private worship time. 
Betty I didn’t pray, but I kept going 
to church. Never questioned 
that, just something I had 
always done. 
Don’t formally pray, more just 
“chat to God”. 
Always had a sense of justice, 
and this was influential on my 
faith. 
Not many hours a week now on church-
related activities – maybe 3 to 4 hours a 
week. 
Have been a reader since I came here. Been 
involved in any activities like Christmas plays 
etc. 
Health is now preventing me from same 
involvement as earlier. 
Ten to 12 hours a week on private worship 
and activities outside church, mostly reading. 
Bruce Faith still and always growing. 
More private time than public 
time faith involvement. 
Only really come to church for services now. 
No other particular involvement. 
Now, I’m more a follower than an active 
participant. 
Not part of our LSMU decision-making 
other than supporting meeting decisions. 
I read a bit and I pray. My prayer is 
typically about how blessed I am. 
May spend a few hours a week in this kind 
of reflection or prayer. Maybe 1 to 2 hours. 
Brenda My faith is definitely still 
growing, with all the study 
groups and my reading etc. It’s 
still going forward. 
Involvement at church is something like 7 to 8 
hours a week. 
Outside church my personal worship, 
praying and reading time is about 6 to 7 
hours, a little less than direct church work. 
Christopher I feel that my faith is stronger 
and more sound than it has 
been throughout my life. 
I am quite involved with church, doing lots of 
things around the place, possibly about 4 to 5 
days a month. 
I’m on the Council, have been for many years, 
and do contribute to how we operate through 
that. 
At the end of the day my faith is between 
me and God, and my journey is becoming 




Colin I’d say my faith is plateauing 
now. If I tried to do any more 
it wouldn’t be sincere. I’m 
happy with what I’m doing in 
my prayer life. 
I’m very involved here, probably 10 hours a 
week. I’m senior server, and prepare all the 
sacraments and putting everything away. 
I do a meditation every afternoon and pray 
every morning, and again in the evening. 
Every single day of the week and I always 
thank the Lord for every good day he’s 
given me. 
Probably about 3 hours a day and it isn’t a 
bind, not a duty. I just can’t get on without 
it. 
Cathy I think my faith is sort of 
holding steady at the moment, 
on an even keel. 
I think I’m having some time 
out from God at the moment, 
and I’m not happy about that. 
I probably spend on average a couple of days a 
week involved with church-related work. It’s 
not steady it varies with whatever I have to do. 
I don’t spend enough time at the moment on 
prayer, although I do a lot of thinking and 
my prayer is more integrated with my whole 
life rather than sitting down and 
concentrating on specific prayer time. That 
would now be about half an hour of 
conscious time each day, but lots more time 
integrated with the rest of my day. 
Clara I think my faith is much 
stronger now than it’s ever 
been. Since I’ve become a priest, 
because you have to think a lot 
more deeply, and read a lot 
more. 
With my direct priest activities, I probably 
spend a day a week on church activities, more 
when I’m preaching. 
 
I couldn’t put a time on my personal 
worship. It’s as the mood takes me, happy 
or worried. 
I probably spend a lot of my day in 
informal connection with God, but not 
usually a set time. 
Dennis I think my faith has grown 
deeper as I’ve gone along, 
because of my early involvement 
in the church choir in England 
and that.  
I’m probably involved for about 8 to 10 hours 
a week here I suppose. Not a huge amount 
really. I don’t think it has to be a life’s work, 
just do the things that are needed to make sure 
it all works properly. 
I’m not a very deeply spiritual person, but I 
enjoy the quiet comfort of church life. It 
helps to centre you. 
I don’t really spend any other time on my 
worship. What I do here fills my life 
enough. 
Dorothy I have matured in my faith and 
worship over my life. I’m not 
sure how else to explain it. 
A lot of my life is spent on this church or my 
worship life generally. Maybe a day a week. 
Some months I spend a lot of time on church 
things, especially if I’m preaching. 
I don’t have a set time for personal worship. 
I’m not very good at having a structured 
day. I’d rather take it just as it comes. 
 
Daphne  I am active with my faith now, 
and exploring my faith more. 
My faith isn’t falling away. I 
can talk to other people about 
God. 
 I am probably involved with my church work 
for about 6 to 8 hours a week – I’m on 
preaching, reading and prayers rosters. 
I read the bible daily from the Lectionary, 
and also refer to Bible Encyclopaedias. I’d 
spend about an hour a day I think on 
personal worship. 
Diana My faith is not as active now 
as it once was, but I don’t feel 
that my faith is any less. 
My faith is still strong, not 
peaking, more stabilising. 
The worship group is probably our largest 
group, and I work with that as Preaching 
Coordinator. So, I probably spend about 8 to 
10 hours a week. I’m also Synod rep. 
My personal worship time is largely at the 
Monday night worship group, plus reading 
a number of good books we discuss there. 
I probably spend about 1 to 2 hours a day 
usually on personal worship. 
 
4.1 Theme 1 – Spiritual Wellbeing 
 
The first theme relates to the 16 respondents’ personal faith, and also to the worship life they have 
previously experienced and in which they are currently engaged. Keith et al. and Noronha, among a number 
of researchers with similar views feel that “to understand how people age well, it is essential to know how 
they lived earlier in life”83. This is helped by some examination of their (life-long) religious and spiritual 
beliefs, as associations have been made between religious involvement and well-being in the aging process 
                                                 
83 J. Keith, C.L. Fry, and C. Ikels, "Community as Context for Successful Aging," in The Cultural Context of Aging: Worldwide 
Perspectives, ed. J. Sokolovsky (Westport, CT: Bergin and Garvey, 1990), 241. 
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of older adults84.  There definitely appeared to be a strong relationship between the faith journeys of these 
respondents, especially over the latter years of their lives, and the way they currently commit to worship 
activities, with both of these situations contributing positively to their Spiritual Wellbeing. 
 
Moving out of their early years, for many of the interviewees there was a familiar pattern, also seen among 
many young people of today, of a withdrawal from active worship activities. Only six of the sixteen 
respondents continued an active worship life during their teens and young adulthood. Of those six, two 
found church attendance a way of coping with difficulties in their lives. As Adrienne commented: “When 
you lived with fear [domestic violence] you needed somewhere to go. I went to church, to Bible study, to 
Youth Group. All those things that kept me grounded through those years”. 
Two others, who were non-Anglican, stayed active as a result of close family ties and influences, and two 
retained their childhood influences continuing church attendance through to adulthood. The remaining ten 
drifted away during teenage and young adult years, for the most part returning after marriage and/or after 
children had grown to the point that some independence was possible. A typical response was given by 
Brian: “I went to Teachers” College and didn’t really go to church at all during that time. I drifted away 
from church. Work and family impacted on weekend life, and church didn’t become part of that. I didn’t 
get back to church of any description until my early 40s”. 
This finding was consistent with much of the published literature around the issue of religion and spirituality 
that considered relationships between life stages and religious affiliation. Schultz-Hipp, Moberg, and Levin 
all found low-levels of active religious attendance among young and middle-aged people. However, they all 
agreed that “as people progress through their life stages, religion often becomes a strongly integrated part 
of their lives.… Is it a result of the aging process or simply an expression of membership in an age cohort 
that is more religious than younger age groups?”85  Roy Mattes felt they had matured to the point in their 
lives where they have a “faith outlook that is both consistent and comfortable with the unanswerable 
questions of life”86 and the emphasis for them now was focused on their relationship with God. 
All of their life and religious experiences, in one way or another, shaped where these people are now in 
their faith journeys. In some cases, their early worship experiences were believed to have little influence on 
how they worship now or in fact for much of their later life faith journeys. Diana made a comment that 
was typical of those who felt their adult experiences were more positive and longer-lasting than their 
childhood ones: “I don’t think my childhood and young life worship influences have any impact on me 
now. It was very sin-oriented in those days. I have moved on in my faith from that sort of start”. Annette 
had a similar view, having grown up experiencing various different church denomination environments: 
                                                 
84  Noronha, "Impact of Religion and Spirituality on Older Adulthood," 21. 
85 Schultz-Hipp, "Do Spirituality and Religiosity Increase with Age?," 91. 
86 Mattes, "Spiritual Need One: Spiritual Development: The Aging Process: A Journey of Lifelong Spiritual Formation," 55. 
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“My childhood influence was all Old Testament sin and punishment. As an adult I became exposed to New 
Testament love and caring. Such a big difference between them. Also I often had difficulty with having to 
do what the priest or minister said. I didn’t always agree and drifted away”. However, of those respondents 
who had grown up in a strong Anglican family and faith tradition, some different attitudes about their early 
influences and how these impacted on their adult faith and worship lives were articulated. Angela was typical 
of this group:  
I have a long family history of clergy, daughter, and grand-daughter. I was brought up in the faith. 
Those early life experiences have been very important to my faith journey. Went to my local church, 
and all the study groups that were going, gradually becoming more involved in ministry work like lay 
reading. I always felt I belonged to God.” 
Clara also described the effect of a strong family member influence on life-long faith and worship 
commitment: 
I was always the one who went to church with my mother, not my sisters and brothers. Perhaps 
she saw something in me, I don’t know. But it was always mum and I who went to church. 
Wherever we moved, and we moved around quite a bit until we moved to Ellerslie, I went with 
Mum. I became very involved with the church there – taught Sunday School and sang in the 
choir and so forth. I met my husband there, who was also involved with church things. After 
we were married we moved out here, so I have been involved here for the whole of my married 
life.  
 
These attitudes became even more pertinent to the research question during later analysis of the 
respondents’ comments about their overall adult faith journeys and their present faith states. The changes 
to faith growth and faith life, that either kept these people as active worshippers or brought them back into 
church life, had an interesting pattern. The six who had stayed involved in active worship during their 
teenage and young adult years, kept on, right through their lives. Of the other ten, four came back when 
they had children, three returned following some life-changing experience, and the remaining three returned 
to active church life when they retired. All of this group felt a need for faith support of some kind at a 
particular period of their lives, and returned to an active worship environment as a consequence. Thus, in 
spite of a variety of denominational experiments and experiences during their earlier lives, they have all 
come into, or back to, the Anglican Church finding there the faith growth and worship environment they 
needed in these later years.  
4.1.1 Faith 
 The growth of faith over the lives of these people was far from consistent, and a variety of paths had been 
travelled to reach their current faith states. Only nine of the sixteen respondents had any clear, consistent, 
Anglican upbringing during their early years. (Three of those nine were brought up in the Church of 
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England until they immigrated to New Zealand as adults).  Of the remaining seven, there was either little 
religious home influence (in three cases) or a spread of other denominations from Presbyterian through 
Church of Christ to Open Brethren. Fourteen of the sixteen respondents considered they had grown up in 
a fairly strong faith tradition, within the noted variety of early denominations for some, and in spite of the 
stated little religious home influence for others. This is actually unsurprising given that their youth would 
have been mostly pre or during the Second World War, when religious influence on family life was still 
strong. However, as Davidson commented, religious sectarianism “was beginning to assume less 
significance. Soldiers who had fought together in the trenches were not going to fight against one another 
at home. While churches still attempted to impose their denominational views on society, faith and religious 
affiliation were becoming a much more private affair”87.   
Overwhelmingly, the respondents had all moved in their later years to an intimate personal relationship 
with God. They all spoke of strong faith commitments, and were still all regular church worshippers, valuing 
the church community of which they are part, demonstrating mature, healthy spiritual lives. Examples of 
the kinds of comments made in response to questions related to their current faith situation were, firstly 
from Chris: “At the end of the day my faith is between me and God. My journey is becoming more personal, 
not so dependent on where I am worshipping”. Then from Bruce: “My faith still, and always, is growing. 
It’s more private time than public time faith involvement now”. Daphne also felt: “my faith isn’t falling 
away. It has increased to the point where I can talk to other people about God. I have more confidence 
about this now”; and Annette: “I feel my faith is still growing. The older you get, the more you look back 
and see God’s influence through your life. The benefit of hindsight!” Crowther et al. further claimed in 
their research that “coping strategies which focused primarily on the self without depending on God were 
related to greater depression and lower quality of life. ... [These ] findings suggest a positive association 
between religion and reduced psychological stress”88. Thus the faith development experienced by this group 
of older adults had an important part to play in their physical health as well as their spiritual one. Re-
enforcing that statement, Dorothy commented: “That foundation of faith you have from your life helps to 
lift you up and cope with personal and health things that happen”. 
Richard Johnson also noted that their faith formation throughout their lives was now “supporting a 
spirituality that was constantly growing, ever changing”89.  There were a number of comments related to 
how they carried out this more personal relationship with God. Personal prayer and reading time, as well 
as formal worship activity, were important. They occupied from a minimum of about one to two hours a 
week, through to the more common one to two hours a day mostly in quite informal interactions with God. 
Clearly they have a very lively personal prayer life, even though they don’t think they do much because they 
                                                 
87 Davidson, Christianity in Aotearoa: A History of Church and Society in New Zealand, 105. 
88 Martha R. Crowther et al., "Rowe and Kahn's Model of Successful Aging Revisited: Positive Spirituality - the Forgotten Factor," 
The Gerontologist 42, no. 5 (2002): 616. 
89 Johnson, "Shaping a New Vision of Faith Formation for Maturing Adults: Sixteen Fundamental Tasks," 40. 
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aren’t more heavily engaged in formal prayer activities. Clara’s response was fairly typical: “I couldn’t put a 
time on my personal worship time. It’s as the mood takes me, happy or worried about something, not 
sitting down formally. I probably spend a lot of my day in informal connection with God, but not usually 
a set time”. Adrienne’s experience was similar: “I’d be giving an hour a day in personal worship time to 
God – including reading and prayer. But really, my whole day is full of it. At any time I might suddenly 
think of something that is faith-related”. What was clear from the responses was that formal structured 
prayer time as would be happening within a church service was not the only way these people sustained 
their faith. While most had some reading time or specific prayer time, almost all of them felt they had a 
direct relationship with God, who was increasingly a large part of their day to day experience. God was just 
there for them, close and quite personal in the way they lived. For example: 
Annette: “I pray every day. I feel much of my daily time is worship awareness. It’s not 
consciously set aside”. 
 
Bruce: “I read a bit, and I pray. My prayer is typically about how blessed I am. My thoughts 
turn to the creator, beyond me, and this can happen at any time”.  
 
Colin: “I do a meditation every afternoon and pray every morning, and again in the evening. 
Every single day of the week, and I always thank the Lord for every good day he’s given me.”. 
 
As noted earlier by Atchley their “inner life and contemplative spirituality became more important”90 in 
their older years, and gave more meaning to their lives. Thus, while researchers such as Carlson, Ortega, 
Noronha, Atchley, Schultz-Hipp and others affirm the importance to older adults of church attendance to 
support their faith and spiritual growth, it was clear from the interviewee responses that for them, “the 
development of an intense, mutual, loving relationship with God was [now] the primary spiritual task of 
[their] later life”91. Crowther et al. in their response to Rowe and Kahn’s model of successful aging, made 
their views on strengthening that faith model very clear. Personal “spirituality is an important component 
of health and well-being outcomes among older adults”92 and should not be ignored.  
 
This is a group of people who could be described as “active elderly – who to have a sense of belonging and 
meaning need spiritual nourishment”93. Their faith journeys, which show a variety of different paths, have 
brought them to a point in their lives where their current faith state is one of a solid relationship with God. 
The quiet confidence displayed by all sixteen respondents about their relationship was one of the most 
                                                 
90 Atchley, "Continuity, Spiritual Growth, and Coping," 20. 
91 Jane Marie Thibault, A Deepening Love Affair: The Gift of God in Later Life  (Louisville: KY: Upper Room, 1993), 19. 
92 Crowther et al., "Rowe and Kahn's Model of Successful Aging Revisited: Positive Spirituality - the Forgotten Factor," 613. 
93 Robert Carlson, "Step One: Who Are the Elderly?," Journal of Religion, Spirituality and aging 17, no. 3-4 (2008): 10. 
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moving parts of the interviews. Typical of the comments made when exploring their current feelings about 
their faith were: 
Annette: “My faith is stronger now in these later years. It’s just there. I feel my faith is still 
growing. The older you get, the more you look back and see God’s influence.” 
 
Cathy: “I think my faith is sort of holding steady at the moment. Quietly, and nicely, on an 
even keel”.  
 
Clara: “There have been plateaux at times during my life, but really it’s been growing all my 
life, and now I am preaching, it’s even more so”.  
 
There was also no doubt in my mind that these people, and the many other faithful “older adults” like them, 
brought significant gifts to their church, which in the LSMU environment were able to be used to great 
advantage.  Enabling older lay people to exercise their ministries in their own church environment enriched 
both their personal faith and the quality of the worship the whole of their congregations experienced. Clara 
summed up the feelings expressed about this by most of the respondents:  
This LSMU is my definite preferred model of worship for the rest of my life. It’s the 
friendliness and the companionship, and the mutual support. This model gives the whole 
congregation a sense of belonging and participation and ownership of their worship. In a Parish 
it’s the Vicar who runs everything. I wouldn’t want to go back to that. 
However, issues many of them seem to face are their perceived lack of suitable faith support structures in 
place within their churches.  
Table 4.4: Faith Support Sources and Resources 
Interviewee Source of faith support 
Annette Go to God (pray) for spiritual guidance. One or two people in the congregation I’d talk to. 
Andrew Did used to talk to a retired Vicar who had a wartime experience similar to mine. A common life and thus understanding one another. 
I commune with God in private rather than talk to others, most of the time. 
Angela I would probably go to our Enabler for spiritual support. 
Sometimes congregation members uncertain who to go to for help. “Who do I go to? Where’s the Vicar?” Told a person could go to any 
member of the team, but people still confused because there were three Sacramental Priests, so which should they choose? 
Adrienne If I found somebody I could trust I would go to them. But I don’t know anybody else who could feed that need in me. 
I get my faith support at home, with God, but if I have a bit of an issue I would ask our Enabler. 
Brian I’ve never needed to go to anyone for spiritual guidance. I have enough within myself. 
Betty I’m close to one of the priests but she is moving away, and she’s the only one I’d go to for faith support. I wouldn’t want to confide in 
anyone else here. 
Bruce Don’t go to anyone for faith support. My wife is a professional counsellor so I share a lot of things with her. 
I have sufficient within myself for contact with God. 
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Brenda Those I would go to for spiritual support – the Sacramental Ministers. 
Chris I don’t go to anyone for spiritual guidance.  
There’s only one person here I feel I could talk to. I just sort things out myself. 
Colin I’ve had occasion to go to one of the priests here, and he was very helpful but it wasn’t the same.  
I’d want to go back to one of my old priests for that. 
Cathy I’m tired and I don’t really have anyone to unload it on to. I miss that. 
I would probably go back to one of my friends at the Mercy Centre for spiritual feeding. 
At the moment our MST is probably the best support and guidance I have. 
Clara I can always go to my Enabler for spiritual guidance, and to my son and daughter-in-law. I have a good faith support structure. 
Dennis Some Vicars are so dry and difficult you just wouldn’t want to discuss anything with them. 
I would go to one of our Sacramental Priests and talk to them about anything. I really trust them to be able to help if I needed it. 
Dorothy I go to my Church Army friend for pastoral support, but no one in this congregation. I can talk deeply to her.  
Our enabler can’t be here often enough to fill that role. 
Daphne I’m a bit reticent about going to anyone here for spiritual advice, but there is one member of our congregation I could go to. 
I could go to our Enabler, I suppose, but we only see them about once every 6 weeks. 
Diana I have a spiritual director at the Mercy Centre, and I still go there about once a year for a retreat 
 
A number of the respondents spoke quite passionately about their need for help either to maintain their 
faith at its present level, or to help continue the growth of their faith.  Some actually expressed doubts about 
the quality of such support from within their LSMU, and the need for them to seek other ways of supporting 
their faith journeys.  For instance, Betty commented: “I’ve been to regular clergy for faith guidance, at times. 
I also have been to a counsellor with a Christian background. I wouldn’t really want to confide in anyone 
here”. Cathy had a more positive view, although it related more to institutional faith issues rather than 
personal faith:  
At the moment, probably our MST is the best support and guidance I have. We do talk about 
what’s happening to us, and pray for one another. Our Enabler listens to us to make sure we 
don’t have too much on our plates. Probably that’s meant to be our spiritual help centre.  
The more common response to this question was from Daphne:  
I’m a bit reticent about going to anyone here for spiritual advice, but there is one member of 
our congregation I could possibly go to. I could go to our Enabler, but we only meet them 
about every 6 weeks, for the MST meetings, although that is an opportunity I suppose to share 
anything. 
That concern was reinforced by Adrienne:   
We’re not very good at showing our faith. We tend to keep it to ourselves. But really, my whole 
day is full of it. At any time, I might suddenly think of something that is faith-related, but I 




There are clearly a number of needs for ongoing faith sustenance with these older adults. It was obvious 
from their comments, that whether they felt their faith was currently plateauing or growing at this point in 
their lives, they were all still seeking depth and meaning in their lives. The way they were handling this was 
a combination of self-reflective personal prayer and reading, plus spiritual practice by involvement in their 
church worship life94 and by seeking support both within and outside the Ministry Unit.  This is interesting 
as it is not the view held by authors such as Jan Marie Thibault who wrote, “Another phase or process of 
inner work is prayer. I almost hate to use the word because people have often told me how they do not like 
to pray, how difficult it is for them, how futile it seems”95. This was definitely not the case with this group. 
All of them had some personal prayer time, formal or informal, which was very important to their faith 
journey and current faith state. None of these respondents indicated any difficulty or reserve about personal 
prayer, and were quite open about how they prayed, and how often. 
However, where many of the interviewees struggled was with the availability of individual spiritual 
mentoring and support. The structure of an LSMU meant that the person most of them saw as their likely 
“spiritual mentor” – their Enabler – was not available very much, and was usually in the MU only for 
Ministry Support Team or Church Council meetings. This did leave a gap for personal faith and/or spiritual 
support that was not typically seen as able to be satisfied by their Sacramental Priests. Brian summed up 
the uncertainty many of the interviewees felt about the faith support situation provided by their Enabler:  
 
The Enabler is a very remote person to me and thus I don’t feel we really have a leader. I would 
like a minister for say half the time, an ordained person around the place. The Enablers in our 
present structure can’t do justice to this kind of support for us to keep us growing in faith. 
They really only see the Ministry Support Team. I just don’t know who I’d go to for this kind 
of personal faith support. 
 
This kind of comment highlights a desire to explore faith-related thoughts further in informed company, 
which is not obviously coming from any source other than a “proper” ordained priest. Their personal faith 
is clearly being enhanced by their personal worship, and this LSMU model is definitely their preferred 
worship environment with all of the components of their spiritual lives feeding and nurturing each other. 
Therefore, based on these respondents happily being involved in an LSMU, their current worship activities 
must be regarded as positive for their spiritual health. Also it is likely there is some level of faith support 
coming from their congregation companions even though it was not specifically mentioned in these 
interviews. It is a logical deduction, since they are so comfortable in this LSMU worship environment, and 
most of them are very involved in their church activities. It does seem that they are not really complaining 
that they are completely deprived of any spiritual support or assistance, as these people feel they are still 
                                                 
94 Schaeffler, "The Challenges and Opportunities for Faith Formation with Maturing Adults," 40. 
95 Thibault, A Deepening Love Affair: The Gift of God in Later Life, 123. 
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growing in their faith, with God as their primary faith support resource. What they are doing in these 
conversations is seeking more overt support on their journeys, which may have nothing to do with the 
LSMU worship environment, but relate, in any situation, to a need for more spiritual contact, advice, and 
guidance at this stage of their lives.  
4.1.2 Worship  
Observations made by the respondents about their worship life were interesting and enlightening. Firstly, 
their comments had made it clear that their current worship environment within an LSMU provides both 
worship support and the framework for sustaining and growing personal faith. Secondly, it was clear that 
for most of them, their “spiritual growth did not stop in their older adulthood. It had become a time for 
them to spend reflecting on their past and future”96. Given the specific cohort that was sought for this 
research, it is unsurprising that the interviewees recorded positive worship experiences that enhanced their 
faith life. All of them were extremely regular worshippers at their church and valued that experience very 
highly, affirming that it assisted their overall faith commitment and current positive views of their faith 
state. Typical responses to questions exploring the worship experiences of being in an LSMU environment 
where they were often both deliverers and receivers of components of the Sunday service were, with only 
one exception, very positive:  
Christopher: “It’s good for me, because it has increased my broadmindedness, and freed 
things up for me. It’s a community thing, the way Christianity used to be”. 
 
Andrew: “I started back into regular church-going when we retired and moved here. That shift 
found us some very nice ministers so I was happy to attend this LSM church. I like the peaceful 
environment of being in this church – looking at the cross and just sitting quietly before a 
service”. 
 
Diana: “Being involved is the most valuable part of being an LSM. Allowing us to take 
responsibility for our worship life”.  
 
The exception to the positive comments about quality of their worship experiences was the respondent 
who also felt his faith was actually plateauing, rather than growing as most of the others had felt. Colin had 
come from a high Church of England background, and held quite strong feelings about his current worship 
within the LSMU environment. If he had a traditional Anglican church with a resident Vicar anywhere 
close enough for him to attend that is where he would have gone.  
If I could choose how I’d worship, I’d go straight back to having a vicar. I don’t like this 
modern stuff. I put up with it. I bear with it but I’m not happy with it. I’m still worshipping 
                                                 
96 Noronha, "Impact of Religion and Spirituality on Older Adulthood." 
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here but it’s cheapened my worship. I do prefer the traditional way of worship, with the old 
hymns. 
There were others among the group who did have some struggles with parts of their current worship 
experience, mostly related to the introduction of modern hymns and songs, but none of them felt their 
overall spiritual wellbeing was being so significantly negatively affected that they would seriously consider 
looking for a different church. As noted before, the majority of these older adults had developed such 
strength in their personal faith that they were able to accept this LSMU worship environment with 
equanimity, and still felt it enhanced their worship and faith development at this stage of their lives: 
Christopher: “At the end of the day my faith is between me and God, and my journey is 
becoming more personal, not wholly dependent on where I am worshipping. LSMU remains 
an interesting journey, with the different people with different strengths and weaknesses of 
course. You could be in a church with a Vicar who is very dry and boring, and you’re stuck 
with just the one thing”. 
Dennis: “I may not be a very deeply spiritual person, but I do enjoy the quiet comfort of my 
church life here. It helps to centre you. People find the richness of the shared ministry here 
that keeps them here. It’s important when people come through that door that they feel 
something that makes them want to come back and stay”. 
Dorothy: “My faith has been growing all my life and still is. I am still discovering things. There 
have been plateaux at times during my life, but really it’s been growing all my life, and now I 
am preaching, it’s even more so. We have ownership of our own worship here. I feel very 
good, very excited about being part of this community. I feel very sure we are moving in God’s 
way here”.   
 
These are people who are still “looking into their future, while drawing from their past ... seeing their older 
adulthood as a time of reflection and exploration”97. In the case of worship within the LSMU environment, 
it was clear from observation of the four LSMU Sunday services I attended that these mature adults and 
others in the same age range made up the majority of their worship communities. With only a couple of 
exceptions they were still actively seeking further faith formation. They were clearly comfortable with the 
spiritual wellbeing they gained from the order, structure, and atmosphere of their current worship 
environment even though in many ways it was quite different from their early worship experiences. 
4.2 Theme 2 – Spiritual Environment 
                                                 




The second theme related to Religious Associations, the particular Influences which had shaped their 
attitudes about their present faith states and worship environment, plus the past and present Challenges 
about their faith they had all faced.  Each of the three components of the respondents’ views about their 
faith support and present spiritual environment are examined.  
Roy Mattes98 described the way older adults had embraced each phase of their lives and how this process 
was influencing their view of their current spirituality. The result of fully embracing each phase of life had 
translated into the achievement of deeper self-knowledge, and this was acknowledged by all the 
respondents.  Harold Koenig99 discussed five specific stages of religious faith development, and noted a key 
factor in stage five: “mature religious faith involves a complete and whole-hearted trust in God, regardless 
of circumstances, believing that he is in control, knows best and will remain by one’s side”.  However, he 
then goes on to comment: 
Religious faith of this type seldom develops in the absence of hardship or suffering, and it 
requires the personal experience of having one’s faith successfully carry one through a difficult 
time. Such a faith, then, is not inherited or taught; instead it is often born out of adversity. … 
Before full religious maturity can be achieved, other objects of concern ... must be replaced by 
God100. 
I found the experiences of only a few of the interviewees in this research supported Koenig’s view. Most 
of them were embracing their present spiritual environment as the culmination of a life journey that seemed 
to have led them steadily towards their current faith state and the comfort levels they felt at this stage of 
their lives. With just a couple of exceptions, for the most part their attitudes about the categories of 
Religious Associations, Influences, and Challenges, were not “born out of adversity” but as a result of 
just embracing each phase of the lives they had led, which had brought them into their present spiritual 
space. Typical comments about where they believed their life journeys had brought them were:  
Daphne: “It’s now a combination of maturity and reflection, and some amazing moments I 
have had in the church over the years”.   
 
Andrew: “Faith feelings have happened gradually over all my life, and still are”. 
 
Angela: “I understand about the progression of spiritual development, and that it’s not enough 
just to be an obedient Anglican. Faith is more than that. It’s growing forever”. 
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The comments made by these respondents about their faith journeys and current spiritual environment 
were quite at odds with the views of a number of researchers besides Koenig. Pamela Schultz-Hipp’s 
discussion on Spirituality and Religiosity was typical. She had concluded not only that people do not grow 
more religious as they age, but that “religious satisfaction and attitudes tend not to change after age 
seventeen”101. This was not the case for the people participating in this study, almost all of whom believed 
their faith had been developing all their lives and significantly so in their later years. This is reflected in the 
findings within each of the categories comprising this theme. 
4.2.1 Religious Associations 
As noted earlier, nine of the sixteen respondents had been practising Anglicans almost all their lives, but 
the other seven brought some interesting backgrounds to their current worship state and spirituality.  Only 
two had no religious tradition at all in their childhood and young adult lives, and in both cases this seems 
to have been more because of parental apathy or geographical constraints rather than any specific anti-
church views in their families. This did, however, colour their views about the kind of spiritual environment 
in which they felt most comfortable. For instance, Annette commented that: “We had a remote country 
upbringing and no religious home influence. I never was a regular church attendee growing up, and not a 
determined Anglican. Even now. I’m still happy to attend other churches”. Brian experienced a bit of a 
“pick and mix” set of religious associations: “I got to know what both Presbyterian and Anglican churches 
were like just from school contacts. Then I experienced a number of other churches, but didn’t connect 
spiritually with any of them. I’ve been to many different churches over my life”. For his life now, he says: 
“I’m comfortable with where I am now in my faith journey. If something else crops up or I think I don’t 
want to go to communion that morning, I just don’t go to church”.  
Of the nine who had grown up in the Anglican tradition, four referred their Anglicanism back at least to 
their grandparents, two back to their parents’ active engagement and influence, and three came to New 
Zealand from strong multi-generational traditional Church of England backgrounds continuing that 
involvement here. For them, the spiritual environment which was apparently most important was the one 
which was closest to their positive growing up worship experiences.  Typical comments about the sources 
of their present religious commitment were firstly from Colin, the respondent who preferred a traditional 
Anglican church with a Vicar if he could get one:  
 
“The church we went to was the High Church of England. That’s almost Catholic. It was good. 
I enjoyed it. I’ve always been a Christian, always had a belief, even from when I was a young 
lad”. 
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Betty: “We had “caught” religion from my mother and grandmother. God is a God of Love, 
always there. My maternal grandmother was into social work with Jasper Calder.  Her children 
were taken to Sunday school, and it was the same for us. Even after my marriage breakup I 
kept going to church. I never questioned that, just something I had always done”. 
 
Christopher: “I was born and christened an Anglican. I remember being taken to church by 
my grandfather. I am firmly attached to the church here as it has become such a part of my life 
for so long”. 
 
In Christopher’s case, as for a number of the others, there was a break in mid-life when marriage, children, 
and work demands made regular attendance at church difficult. For each of those people, life post-children’s 
dependency, or at retirement, was typically when they returned to regular church involvement. In all those 
cases, these kinds of life events were triggers to get back to active worship. They regarded themselves as 
late committed worshippers, but in fact all of them came from quite strong faith traditions which drew 
them back. 
 
In spite of the fact that the structure of their current LSMU environment was very different from their 
previous Vicar-led experiences all but one of the respondents (Colin – as noted earlier) had positive 
comments to make about their association with this new model:                 
 
Annette: “I very much enjoy hearing the different speakers/preachers seeing how they 
interpret the Bible readings. We have very talented people now able to contribute to the 
worship”. 
 
Brian: “I like the variety of LSM. I think it’s difficult for one person to maintain a high standard 
every Sunday. Some themes appeal more than others to a priest when working on a sermon. 
Here we have a variety of people who can do that, who are all different. One is an academic 
another has travelled a lot and brings different experiences”. 
 
Clara: “When LSM was first being talked about, I went to the discussions and retreats, and so 
I became really familiar with it. I saw the potential it had for churches like ours that were 
diminishing. So when it came, I was quite happy about it. BUT, it is quite different from the 





Dennis: “I see the same basic fabric running through the LSM as I had in my early life. The 
format changes, but that happens everywhere, like the Prayer Book, but the people I have as 
friends are now leading the services as Sacramental Priests”. 
 
Consequently, in spite of a variety of religious associations in their past, this new model of ministry and 
worship was not only meeting the spiritual needs of a clear majority of these people, it was providing a 
variety and stimulus they believed they were less likely to get in their previous religious associations, and 
was helping to develop their faith in this latter period of their lives. 
  
4.2.2 Influences 
As just noted, it was clear from the discussions with my respondents that their views on the quality of the 
ministry in which they were now quite actively engaged, and the structure of this LSM model, were 
significant influences on their attitudes about their present spiritual environment. They all knew at the time 
of my request for interview volunteers, that there would be some questions related to their LSMU 
experiences. Had there been a groundswell of dissatisfaction with this model within any of the units I 
approached, this would have shown in the conversations.  The atmosphere at all the Sunday services I 
attended confirmed what had been disclosed during the interviews.  There was a sense of engagement with 
the worship, and satisfaction with the ministry environment, that permeated all the congregations. While 
they all would have liked their worshipping numbers to be greater, the four congregations displayed strong 
characteristics of many of the seven marks of a healthy church as described by Robert Warren in his “The 
Healthy Churches’ Handbook”102.  These characteristics also showed in a number of the interview 
comments: 
 
Brenda: “I would want to stay with this kind of worship environment – the LSM – it’s the one 
that gives me the best experience. It seems more alive than where I was before. The people 
can be more involved. There’s a better variety here. Church ought to be fun and be happy. 
This is”. 
 
Cathy: “People feel involved. It’s like when you are leading intercessions, and you just know 
when people are praying with you. This is our worship – we own it, we share it. I would 
certainly want to stay with the way we are at the moment, the shared ministry. I love the variety, 
the mixed diet. It can be really rich”. 
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Diana: “I would like to stay in this kind of worship environment as I have now. The people 
here are really friendly and supportive. Being involved is the most valuable part of being an 
LSMU. Allowing us to take responsibility for our worship life”. 
 
In spite of, or maybe because of, the ages of the interviewees, they all felt the quality of ministry they both 
gave and received was still very influential for their continuing faith journey. Their opportunities to be 
involved in their own worship experiences enabled them to keep looking forward, not backwards, and not 
feeling they were just marking time until the end of their lives.  
 
Sources of personal faith support were also influences that affected the interviewees’ feelings about their 
spiritual environment. For the most part, this still seemed to be largely gained from being in church and 
being close to fellow worshippers, in spite of comments about the need for faith support in their worship 
environment structure, as noted earlier. This was consistent across both those who were still significantly 
involved with service delivery, and those who had now become mainly just service attendees. For example, 
Andrew commented: “My primary faith activity now is just coming to church for worship. Nothing much 
else but I still feel a very good part of our LSMU and still contribute in a small way”. Bruce: “I’m happy for 
others to make the decisions now about how the worship is prepared and delivered, and I need to accept 
sometimes it is more meaningful than others, but I do come to church for the services”. Betty was still very 
actively involved: “A lot of my life is spent on this church or my worship life generally. Maybe a day a 
week”. She definitely felt strong personal faith benefit from her church time commitment, which included 
being a regular on the preaching roster. In her case, the work she did preparing for her preaching helped 
her own faith development: “My preaching preparation and delivery is a major factor in my life. A huge 
learning process and support for my faith”. In every single interview, the most important form of faith 
influence and support was prayer, and the older the respondent, the more important private, personal prayer 
was seen to be, even when the interviewee felt not enough daily time was dedicated to it. 
 
Colin, in his mid-eighties: “I do a meditation every afternoon and pray every morning, and 
again in the evening. Every single day of the week and I always thank the Lord for every good 
day he’s given me”. 
 
Cathy, also in her mid-eighties: “I don’t spend enough time at the moment on prayer, although 
I do a lot of thinking and my prayer is more integrated with my whole life rather than sitting 
down and concentrating on specific prayer time. That would now be about half an hour of 




However, Bruce, in his mid-seventies made a much lower time-commitment to this part of his 
faith: “I may spend just a few hours a week in this kind of reflection or prayer.  Maybe one to 
two hours a week”. 
 
Apart from the information about attending church services, and valuing what they received at these, Diana 
and Dorothy, both in their seventies were the only interviewees who, when asked about prayer and reading 
activities outside their church attendance talked about any formal communal study and prayer involvement 
outside Sunday services, and both were from the same LSMU: 
Diana: “My personal worship time is largely at the Monday night worship group, plus reading 
a number of good books we discuss there”. 
Dorothy: “I’m part of the Bible Study Worship Group here that meets once a week and I do 
read”.  
 
Although most of the comments were positive about the strong influence prayer was in their lives, there 
were some interesting reflective views late in the interviews that might flag other needs for these people 
which beg for attention. Emotional and spiritual tiredness began to show from some of the respondents. 
For example: 
 
Cathy: “I think I am tired of all the things that are crowding in on my life that intrude on my 
relationship with God”. 
 
Clara: “I have a feeling of weariness. I need some refreshing”. 
 
 
Janet Schaeffler asked a very pertinent question about the risks of missing this element of spiritual tiredness 
in older adults’ faith lives: “What are we teaching our people about God, faith and life, prayer, church, 
justice and peace, and the reign of God through what we are saying and doing as a faith community? Adult 
faith formation is not just about planning six-week programs; it is the way a congregation lives, moment by 
moment”103. Given the expected self-supporting nature of local shared ministry environments, maintaining 
a healthy spiritual environment with positive influences for the faith journeys of these older adults seems 
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All faith journeys contain a variety of challenges along the way, and the fact people have reached a mature 
spiritual state as was the case for the respondents in this research indicates an ability and perseverance to 
face life and faith challenges, deal with them, and move forward. Many of the faith life challenges noted by 
these people related to previous negative ministry or worship-related experiences, or logistical issues of 
family or geography. In particular, there was the importance to them of their priest or Vicar in times of 
angst when such appointees to their Parish didn’t enhance their worship experience. While only a minority 
of the interviewees related such times, they did provide significant faith challenges to those who recalled 
them. Clara commented:  
“There was a time when my husband and I left this church for 2 years, because of the priest 
we had here at this time, and we just went to [another fairly local church]. The Vicar there told 
us that we would go back, as we really belonged to [our home church]. It took a real big step 
to come back here. The priest had moved on by then”. 
 
Dorothy, similarly, said: “Church here went on, very up and down. It was during the 80’s. We 
had a Vicar who was gifted in healing, but not a good Vicar. He had other skills but not suitable 
to be a Vicar running a church”. 
 
Also, quite perceptively, from Brenda: “I changed churches during that time, as a Vicar who 
came to us was more an actor playing a part than a committed priest”. 
 
Table 4.5 shows a further selection of the respondent sound bites which reflect the results of comparisons 
between the current LSMU worship environment and previous ones. 
 
Table 4.5: Contextual data related to current and previous worship environment that may influence 
faith sustainability and growth. 
Interviewee Positive/Negative attitudes towards current and previous worship environment  
Annette Love LSM, and prefer it to traditional Vicar-led church 
Andrew Prefer LSM to alternatives, as I question the hierarchy in traditional Anglican church environment 
Angela Would be fine with either LSMU or Vicar-led environment.  
Don’t really think about alternatives to LSM because I know the Diocese can’t afford to put Vicars in every church. 
Adrienne Prefer LSM to any alternative. No longer feel at home in traditional church. 
Brian Some really difficult attitudes and ideas showed up through the LSMU establishment process. 
We’ve improved the whole way the service is done. It’s amazing what you can achieve with just volunteers. There’s a lot of ability and talent. 
Betty Our people have been doing a great job over the past 15 years but too much is being carried by a small number. 
Would like a minister for say half the time, an ordained person around the place. Enablers in present structure can’t do justice to this kind of 
support for us to keep us growing in faith. They really only see the team people. 
LSMU is good but I’d like our Enabler to be more available, rather than just a passer-by to the congregation. 
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Bruce Choice of my preferred worship environment would depend on the quality of ministry available to me.  
There are some amazing people here who just throw themselves into the leadership needs. 
One of the good things is the diversity we get presented to us that makes us think. 
Brenda Had a typical dry Vicar who instructed us. Probably became a Vicar as it was the thing to do. 
This place is now enough for me. I would want to stay with this LSM kind of worship environment. It’s the one that gives me the best kind 
of experience. It seems more alive. The people can be more involved. 
I love the variety. Yes this LSMU is definitely working. 
Chris Although change like this (LSMU) is challenging to take on, I’m enjoying where I am, and could be happy with this environment, but am 
worried about whether this is a good model for the future. It doesn’t have a person for whom “the buck stops here”. It is sort of fragile. 
Colin I’ve found some of these changes very, very difficult. I’ve not really been happy with the way things are changing. The priest wasn’t supposed to 
be one of your mates. He was a special person in a special role. 
Cathy This LSM life is great, but also as you get older, your absolutes get fewer. Things I would have fussed about are just not that important any 
longer. More relaxed about my worship. 
There are one or two things I’m not comfortable with, but not enough to drive me away. 
Clara LSM is quite different from the services that we were used to. Not opposite to what we were brought up to do, but really different. 
I still have some reservations about the new way of doing things, as it’s more casual. I miss the old rituals. 
Dennis These LSM rules are a bit strange, and I think we may have had to change them a bit to make them work for us. 
I’ve been part of the LSM team from the beginning, and our numbers have grown from 20 to about 40 now. 
I’d choose to worship here for the rest of my life. The depth of worship is really good. 
Dorothy We are the Vicars here. We are the Ministry leaders. What happens here depends on us and we have taken ownership of that. I would 
absolutely stay here for worship for the rest of my life. It’s the community and the fact I can influence how we worship here. 
Daphne Retirement brought me to this church. I knew I needed an anchor and I didn’t have one at that time. 
I think Vicars are overloaded, expected to do a whole range of jobs we could do. That’s still part of the old hierarchy scene – having a Vicar. 
This is a very involved community – everyone is engaged. 
I would choose this LSM model as my preferred worship place, for the rest of my life. 
Diana I don’t think there is anything I would want to change here. I cannot imagine this place with a Vicar again. It’s too big a shift from where we 
are now. 
I would like to stay in this kind of worship environment as we have now. 
 
The types of comments in this table and the worship activity involvement as also indicated in Tables 4.2 
and 4.3 help illustrate the way some trends began to show when questions asked at different points of the 
interviews were related to one another.  
Typical logistical challenges of geography or family circumstances included from Annette: “In my early 
adult years going to church was hard, frustrating because of the children – being disruptive – and also time-
consuming getting there”. Also, Christopher: “I wasn’t a regular attender in those days. I was a shift worker 
and that made it hard”; and Brian: “Some minister came to [the local] church and christened us all. That 
was the first time I’d ever been inside a church because where we lived, on the farm, was seventeen miles 
along a gravel road”. Then, in the case of one respondent who immigrated from England as a young man: 
“I left going to church for a while when I got here, as my Aunt and Uncle were taking me out a lot and I 
was busy getting into living here. It was all just full of new experiences here, so different from England”. 
It was interesting to see how the respondents reflected on what had happened through their lives that 
related to challenges which might have affected their faith and the spiritual environment they now inhabit. 
While it was clear that this was not a series of connections previously considered, in many cases the 
discussion generated almost an “aha” moment – an epiphany of sudden awareness of how their lives had 
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been impacted by some of the faith-related challenges they had faced and dealt with in a positive way. Roy 
Mattes touched on this when he reflected on the discovery process of aging, which I picked up from the 
respondents as retrospective awareness of how the life experiences they were now remembering both 
challenged and impacted positively or negatively on their faith journeys. Mattes commented that older adults 
often start “to question what all the passing years have meant and begin to search for answers to all that 
[has been] changing both within us and around us”104. Until they engaged in these interviews, such 
questioning had not formed any significant part of these people’s attention. This is not only interesting for 
me from a research perspective, but was also interesting for them as spiritual reminiscence. Spiritual 
reminiscence has been well documented as an important component both of healthy aging and for people 
with dementia. Elizabeth McKinlay105 in particular has written much about the value of this with people 
suffering from dementia, as have Malcolm Goldsmith106 and others. It is clear from the comments made 
by the respondents that such reminiscence is also valuable for older adults in perfectly good mental health, 
when they reflect on their life and religious experiences. A touching and insightful comment about the 
challenges of her early life experiences and the way they had influenced how her faith developed was made 
by Adrienne: 
 
“I came from a big family, 10 children. I was the first born daughter. Mother didn’t like me, 
and I was constantly punished – brutally. In my dreams I was an angel, flying away from all 
that was happening to me. I made another life for myself that was safe. When you live with 
fear you need somewhere to go. I had nowhere to go, no resources, so you just got on with it. 
I went to church, to Bible study, to Youth Group. All those things that kept me grounded 
through those years”. 
 
A bad first marriage, children, and living in a remote area kept her away from church for many years, but 
one day: 
A lady along the road said ‘come on, I’m taking you to church’. That was my grounding 
moment. I thought of my mother – ‘you can beat me until I’m blue and I’m not giving in’. So 
it either gets you down or makes you grow. I got fully involved with the church, on the church 
Vestry and in a team that did sermons and things. I grew. 
 
Brian had challenges of a different kind which he sees have coloured the way his faith is now: 
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I was born during the depression so we were very poor, and eventually we really had to leave 
our farm because it was so hard to make a living there, and then. We were eventually sent to 
Sunday school when I was about seven or eight and we were sort of irregular attendees. 
I didn’t really go to church after I got married. Work and family impacted on weekend life, and 
church didn’t become part of that. My first marriage broke up and my second wife died 
suddenly. I don’t think I was particularly religious, but have been interested in church all my 
life. I’ve been to many different churches over my life. Now I do have a strong sense of faith 
about God, even though I have some small doubts about Jesus being the son of God. Also my 
deafness is making church services difficult to hear, and I am drifting away a bit. So I pray a lot 
away from church, mostly for others, not myself. 
 
Clara described a different kind of challenge that she is facing now: “I think I’m having some time out from 
God at the moment, and I’m not happy about that. Sheer lack of discipline maybe. I have a feeling of 
weariness. I need some refreshing. Maybe we need to just make some time for ourselves, away from all the 
interruptions”. Betty was actually struggling to maintain her contact with her church and the people there 
because of her health, and the fact that widowed, she lives alone, and can’t drive far: “I feel isolated, and 
often don’t see or hear from anyone for days. People are so busy with their own lives. My health is now 
preventing me from the same involvement as I had earlier”.  
 
While only articulated by a couple of the respondents, I think the issue of spiritual weariness, as well as the 
general physical weariness the aging process brings, is more widespread than was acknowledged here. It 
may not be very well addressed in any congregation, including the LSMU environment where one might 
expect close awareness of one another might be higher than in other churches.  I am not sure that we always 
recognise the weariness that age brings which is not only the inability to manage physical activities, but also 
a spiritual weariness that can set in. This is often exacerbated by physical issues such as the isolation of 
deafness, or the mobility challenges that physical deterioration causes. However, a spiritual environment 
that supported both ministry and personal spiritual challenges was seen to be important to the respondents. 
These people were exhibiting, as Harold Koenig described, a “mature adult religious faith [which had come 
from] a decision to believe in God and enter into a personal relationship with him”107. In spite of the past 
religious (including negative worship ones at times) experiences, and the life challenges they had faced, they 
now showed evidence of “a complete and whole-hearted trust in God, regardless of [current or past] 
circumstances, believing that he is in control, knows best, and will remain by one’s side”108.  Consequently, 
it was becoming clear from the respondents’ reflections and also in spite of the many and various challenges 
the interviewees recalled during the conversations I had with them, they were still on a journey they 
confidently believed would continue to bring them closer to God. 
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4.3 Discussion Summary 
The people who participated in this research were faithful, worshipping Christians. They were also alert, 
clear in their thinking, and aware of what kind of environment would deliver them the quality of worship 
they sought. Their reflections about their own spiritual wellbeing and the spiritual environment they felt 
would support that were definitely where the LSM concept generated significant positive comments. All 
the respondents at some point of their conversation emphasised how important relationships were, and 
how well they were able to develop and sustain good relationships with their church families in this model. 
In spite of physical and/or spiritual challenges, this was an important factor that kept them attending 
church. Clara’s comment was typical: “This model gives the whole congregation a sense of belonging and 
participation and ownership of their worship. In a Parish it’s the Vicar who runs everything. I wouldn’t 
want to go back to that”. Daphne, supported by a walking stick, and towards the end of her 80th year, also 
articulated that theme: “The relationships we have here mean a lot to me. We get that because we are all 
engaged in the worship experience, but even when I get old I can envision still being cared for just as well 
by this community”. Elizabeth MacKinlay wrote about both “recognising the need for human relationships, 
and for relationship with the transcendent, for example with God or a deity … [for] frail elderly people, the 
need for relationship was almost synonymous with meaning. Many of these people had lost the most 
significant relationships of their lives and there was a deep sense of loss and a deep yearning for new and 
intimate relationships”109.  
 
It was clear that the worship relationships described by these respondents were very important for their 
ability to sustain their faith, seemingly because of, not in spite of, the new worship environment in which 
they found themselves. As noted earlier, only one of the sixteen respondents would have gone back to the 
traditional Anglican (Church of England) worship environment if that was available. For the remainder, 
they had left that style of worship and ministry far enough behind to feel their present state of spiritual 
wellbeing was sound and their current spiritual environment where they wanted to stay. Paul Maves could 
have been eavesdropping on the sixteen interviews and the positive attitudes displayed when he wrote 
“while aware of the tragic background of existence we can stop harping on the bad things that have happened 
to us and balance the account by counting the good things that we have been privileged to experience”110. This was 
very much the overall feeling coming from the sixteen people involved in this research, and summed up 
quite nicely by Adrienne and Dennis. 
 
Adrienne: “When I once went back to a traditional church, I thought, ‘Oh my gosh I just don’t 
feel part of this’. I didn’t feel at home there as I do here in the way we worship”.  
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Dennis: “I would absolutely stay here for worship for the rest of my life. It’s the community 
and the fact I can influence how we worship here”. 
 
The findings from the sixteen interviews are analysed in the next chapter to produce a theory about the 
faith journeys and current faith state of these people. Some conclusions are drawn, and recommendations 
made, for ways of sustaining the faith journeys of this group of worshipping Christians, given that nearly 








5.0 Chapter Overview 
 
This research project examined how older Anglican Christians sustain their faith when they exercise 
worship in an environment of shared ministry, rather than in one that is led by traditional ordained 
stipended clergy.  
Following the data analysis of the respondents’ interviews I was now reasonably satisfied that the two 
theoretical themes developed from those activities would provide helpful guidelines and support for theory 
building. The information derived from the analysis certainly indicated relationships to the research 
question, and was pointing towards a substantive theory that could answer it. Namely: 
The LSMU model as offered in the Auckland Diocese is a significant and positive contribution to 
the spiritual wellbeing and personal faith journeys of older adult Anglican Christians participating 
in that worship environment. It both nurtures their continuing faith journeys and itself benefits 
from their active engagement in the shared worship that is inherent in its structure.  
In the case of this group of older adults, they felt more able to take ownership of their public worship 
activities in their LSMU model than in their prior traditional vicar-led worship environments. They felt 
valued both as participating congregation members and as leaders in their worship. The majority of them 
rejected any idea of returning to church environments which did not recognise this and actively engage 
them in their worship activities.  
The theory now developed from the investigation identifies how these people experience their faith world 
at this stage of their lives and faith journeys. There were two key issues for consideration of the research 
question in order to produce the theory. Firstly, how did individual faith and worship activities impact on 
personal spiritual wellbeing? Secondly, what was the effect of earlier religious associations plus previous 
and current ministry influences and life challenges, on both their current spiritual environment and the 
quality of their personal spiritual wellbeing?  
 
Many worshipping communities have experienced both diminishing numbers and financial states, which 
has meant a reduction in the availability of traditional ordained clergy support. Consequently, opportunities 
for any older adults who still wish to continue worshipping in familiar forms and environments have also 
been declining. As McCormick et al. noted in their discussion on ethical and spiritual concerns near the end 
of life, “the freedom to choose one’s own religion and to follow the religious tenets of a particular faith is 
a highly prized value in our society”111.  This was certainly the case for the respondents here. In spite of the 
                                                 




fact they could no longer worship in their previous church environments, they had accepted and adapted 
to this new model of Anglican worship. None of them seriously considered leaving their LSMU for any 
other church offering, even though a number of them had not been Anglicans in their earlier lives.  
The previous chapter presented the voices, faith patterns and concerns of sixteen active older adult 
worshippers in four LSMUs in the Auckland Diocese. The group used for this investigation consistently 
communicated that their spiritual wellbeing was dependent on both the spiritual environment within which 
they worshipped, and the level of individual responsibility they took for their own faith journeys. They were 
in a period of acceptance of their older adult life stage, and satisfied with their ability and opportunity to 
worship in a style and environment of their choice. Thus, the results here give some support to the tentative 
conclusions Hayes et al.112 drew in their paper about the positive connections between religious 
beliefs/practices and health in the elderly as noted earlier here in Chapter Two. The results also affirm the 
2002 challenge made by Crowther et al.113 to Rowe and Kahn’s model of successful aging, believing that 
there is indeed a spirituality-health connection that has a positive effect on successful aging. In these 
research respondents this is effectively confirmed and enhanced by the specific worship environment which 
they occupy. 
5.1 Relationships between Spiritual Wellbeing and Spiritual Environment 
 
In considering how this new worship model of LSM affected the spiritual wellbeing of these older adults, 
the relationships between the themes developed in Chapter Three were investigated to see how they helped 
form and support the emerging theory. The analytic memos developed during the data analysis process also 
helped illustrate how the themes were developed. Table 5.1 illustrates how those analytic memos related to 
one another and assisted the theory-building process as the attributes of each category were compared with 
those in the other categories and also across the two themes. 
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Table 5.1: Theme and Category Relationships (derived from Figure 3.2 Coding Relationships) 
Theme Related Categories Nature of Relationship 
Spiritual 
Wellbeing 




Faith - Influences  
 
 
Worship - Influences  
There is a positive relationship between the faith journeys of 
these people and their current involvement in their worship 
activities. 
 
The declared most important influence on faith development 
and maintenance was prayer, especially personal prayer. 
 
A significant influence on the quality of their worship was 
their opportunity to be involved in its delivery. 
Spiritual 
Environment 




Religious Associations – 
Challenges 
 









Influences – Worship 
 
 




Challenges - Worship 
Religious Associations of worship traditions throughout their 
lives were strong influences on continuing or returning to 
active worship in their older adult years. 
 
Challenges of unsatisfactory Religious Associations in their 
past had in many cases increased their positive views of the 
LSMU model in which they are currently engaged. 
 
A variety of Religious Associations through their lives (mostly 
those with strong faith and worship connections) had 
positively contributed to the growth of faith experienced by 
these respondents.  
 
Prayer was declared by all respondents to be the most 
significant influence on their current faith state, as were good 
sources of faith support. 
 
Opportunities to be involved in their worship experience were 
strong influences on their views about the quality of their 
worship. 
 
In all cases perseverance in dealing with a variety of life 
challenges had helped strengthen their faith in these latter 
years of their lives. 
 
Challenges associated with the LSMU model that relate to its 
difference from any other worship experience, plus concerns 
about ongoing resourcing of that model, were impacting on 
some respondents’ feelings about their worship environment. 
 
From the information in the table it can be seen that the great majority of this group of older adults are 
both sustaining and growing their faith in their LSMU environment which allows, and actively encourages 
the use of their spiritual gifts. This, combined with a commitment to a regular time of personal prayer, was 
declared a great source of fulfilment and increased self-worth, along with an important sense of belonging, 
which in itself is regarded as a critical factor of life satisfaction. 
 
In spite of a body of literature promoting the view that spirituality and faith formation do not increase past 
early to middle life, there is also some research that does support the view of spirituality deepening as we 
age, and that was affirmed by the outcomes of this research project. As I have noted earlier, Schaeffler 
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comments that faith growth does need to “be cultivated through practice, and there is no quick fix when it 
comes to spiritual depth”114. Thus, the length of time (as in number of years) spent addressing opportunities 
for faith development indicate that the older adults involved in this research do indeed grow their faith over 
the entire period of their lifetimes. Thus, as a sample of active worshippers, it may be considered likely these 
findings could reasonably be extrapolated to the larger population of active worshipping older adults.  
Koenig and his associates115 in their paper on religious coping of older adults also noted that strategies such 
as praying were strongly related to a higher quality of life belief. This view was definitely confirmed by 
comments made by the respondents in this research who were adamant that the prayer routines they have 
embraced in their later years, especially personal prayer, were important factors in their current faith state. 
In other words, the inner life of these respondents was helping to maintain their sense of wellbeing and 
positive outlook. They all supplemented the formal prayer of their church environment with significant 
periods of time in private, personal prayer and many went so far as to state that this quite direct relationship 
with God outside church was increasingly a significant part of their spiritual wellbeing.  
5.2 The Faith Journey within an LSMU model 
 
It was evident from the results of this investigation that all the respondents really appreciated the fact that 
they were currently, or had been, significant contributors to their worship activities. This was a place where 
their spiritual lives were nurtured, and their faith was able to grow, a very important factor in their life 
journeys. Also, not only (with just one exception) did they feel valued as members of their congregations 
in this LSMU model, but also, importantly, they were active participants in their own faith journeys. Even 
Colin (the exception) was willing to engage with this new model and continue as an active worshipping 
participant, even though he still hankered after the Anglican worship experience of his youth.  
This style of worship environment was declared by these respondents to be a great source of comfort, 
fulfilment and increased self-worth, along with an important sense of belonging, which in itself is considered 
a critical factor of life satisfaction and mental health. There is other research which supports this view that 
“religion and spirituality are major sources of comfort and support for individuals who rely on their faith 
to handle the stresses of chronic and serious illness”116 as well as simply managing the normal life challenges 
older adulthood brings.  Being able to carry out ministries in their own churches brought benefits to the 
respondents engaged in this research, as well as likely benefits to others in their worship groups. Kujawa-
Holbrook and Thompsett agreed with this concept, noting that the whole idea of this kind of “baptismal 
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ministry development is a resource to support vitality in the congregation”117. Everyone was being exposed 
to sets of skills they believed (rightly or wrongly) would less likely be seen in a traditional Vicar-led worship 
environment, and this variety of worship styles and offerings was noted by most respondents as a significant 
benefit of the LSMU structure. Richard Address also noted that “people drew great strength from their 
congregational community, the social network that was found within that community and the spiritual 
support of a tradition”118. In this case, it was their Anglicanism, for most of this group of older adults, and 
the cultural style of this version of Anglicanism for those who had moved from other denominations to 
LSMU worship. Very specifically, it is also clear from authors such as Kujawa-Holbrook and Thompsett 
that small congregations such as the ones to which these respondents belonged, “are in the midst of deep 
change. They have recovered their sense of purpose through reaffirming the ministry of the baptised, and 
through this process are redefining previously accepted norms about viability, leadership, and the role of 
the church in their communities”119. With the ability to shape some of their own worship processes within 
a more empowering worship environment than previously experienced, LSMU was clearly an attractive 
prospect to this kind of older adult worshipper. They are now part of a “Total Ministry” environment, 
namely one that is “primarily a “ministering community” rather than one “gathered around a minister”, a 
paradigm shift in understanding of what church is”120. 
However, the most important component of their current spiritual wellbeing was, without doubt, the value 
of personal prayer. While there was a range of recollections on how much time per week was spent on this 
facet of their faith journeys, all of the respondents affirmed its importance at this time in their lives. Norberg 
et al121 affirmed from their research how very aware worshipping older adults were of what they saw as 
God’s intentions and guidance over their lives. As noted earlier by Roberto and Minkiewicz, it is clear these 
people have “responded to faith formation offerings that nurture their spiritual lives and increase their 
understanding of their faith”122. This awareness was now an obvious and important component of their 
spiritual wellbeing. In the case of these respondents, their personal prayer life was for most of them, 
seamlessly integrated with their whole lives, to the extent that it was now just part of their being, and at any 
time they may find themselves in an informal commune with God. They saw nothing strange in the fact 
that at this point in their lives, their faith in God was obvious, and affected almost all aspects of their lives, 
again affirmed by the research of Norberg et al. into religious orientation of the older adult. Koenig’s123 
findings also supported the views of these respondents who would be regarded as quite mature in their 
religious faith, noting that this state “occurs when a person makes a decision to believe in God and enter 
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into a personally meaningful relationship with him” evidenced in this research by the high levels of 
commitment to personal informal prayer.  
There is a clear indication from the data extracted from the interviews that these older adults are still seeking 
faith formation, they generally do not regard themselves as fully formed spiritually, and they are using 
personal prayer in particular to nourish their faith growth. Also, in the case of these research participants, 
their faith lives have in fact, for the most part, been positively affected by the changes in the provision of 
their worship environments brought about by exposure to the LSMU model over the past 20 or so years. 
However, unfortunately, much of the faith formation literature surveyed in Chapter Two as part of this 
investigation indicates that there is often a lack of understanding from church leadership of how best to 
assist the faith journeys of these older adults. This is particularly the case as the closer people feel to the 
end of their lives the more likely they are to be reflecting on its inevitability, and likely imminence.  
5.3 Future Challenges and Opportunities 
There is a tendency for churches to continue providing traditional worship and faith offerings that, as 
discussed earlier, may not meet their needs or respond to the world views of this group, who clearly do not 
wish to be treated as if they no longer can contribute anything much of value to the worship structures of 
which they are part. Regrettably, extrapolating from that, there does appear from the literature reviewed to 
be little focus on attempting to understand the worship and faith needs of these older adults, and therefore 
equally little focus on faith formation offerings that are designed for them. As John Roberto124 has 
commented, and noted earlier, ministries to this group of people will not work if they are directed to them 
rather than with them, yet those are still the most common type of worship constructs being offered. Given 
the characteristics of the LSMU model, namely encouraging active involvement of all the baptised, it should 
be unsurprising that there was such a positive response from the people involved in this research to their 
current worship environment.  As the number of people in this older adult cohort increase, church 
leadership will seriously have to consider different models of ministry from its traditional offerings if the 
worship needs and faith growth of these people are to be satisfied. 
If the views of the respondents in this research are accepted as reasonably typical of this Anglican older 
adult cohort worshiping in LSMUs, then there is a clear acceptance of the shared ministry model as 
promoted in the Auckland Diocese. It does provide a good framework for continued growth and 
sustenance of faith within their formal worship activities at this stage of their lives. However, there were 
two issues within this model which I feel cannot be ignored. The first is the situation of the credibility of 
the priests, or Sacramental Ministers/Priests as they are known. A number of respondents had a problem 
with the apparent “not proper priests” status they hold, not entirely because they were drawn from their 
                                                 




own church community. The difference in status between them and seminary-trained and ordained clergy 
is evidenced by the apparent difference in their training programmes, lack of automatic right to participate 
as licensed clergy at gatherings such as Synod, and attitudes towards them from seminary-trained and 
ordained clergy.   The other issue is the desire for high quality faith guidance and support, which is regarded 
as important for maintaining feelings of self-worth. The spiritual wellbeing of both this older adult group 
(and I suspect of the baby boomers following close behind them), is indeed affected by their spiritual 
environment. Appropriate faith support and worship offerings need to be continually developed and 
nurtured in order for this aspect of their faith journeys to be of value. Some change in both the training and 
continuing professional development of the LSMU priests, extending their theological knowledge, and 
including implementation of faith guidance and support programmes with them, could be very useful.  
Potentially such professional development could raise both their confidence in responding to such needs, 
and the confidence of their congregations to use them for this aspect of their faith journeys.  
This is a great opportunity for the church, since it is facing a challenge of diminishing numbers of 
experienced seminary-graduated ordained clergy available for ministry unit placements, and an equally 
diminishing ability or desire for worship groups to support them financially. Alongside that is a growing 
group of older adult worshippers keen to be more actively engaged in their worship process. An article in 
the March 21st 2016 edition of “Anglican Life” reinforces this problem.  
The Christian community needs to face the reality that in the future, church leadership may be 
a part time vocation and ministers may need to have another day job. Our leaders could 
become bi-vocational; part time ministry and part time something else as a means to put bread 
on the table125.  
This particular shared ministry group of older adult worshipers is articulating a desire (and indeed an 
expectation) to become more involved in their own worship and faith development processes. They are 
fully aware their faith needs constant nourishment, and from their own declared activities, both privately 
and within their church worship, they believe they still have the cognitive abilities to do that. Plus, there is 
a population bulge immediately behind them of a group who also expect to be taking more ownership of 
their worship lives and services, as so many of them have done in their previous work lives. Thus, from 
these research data, there seems a clear relationship between the type of spiritual environment available for 
worship going forward, and the spiritual wellbeing of this potentially increasingly large cohort of older 
adults wishing to sustain and grow their faith in the latter years of their lives.  
                                                 





Other Considerations Raised by this Research 
 
 
6.1 Accommodating Worship Needs of the Baby Boomers 
The group of practising Anglican Christians interviewed for this research project fell into the Builders age 
group of greater than 70 years old. However, right behind them is the first cohort of Baby Boomers now 
reaching 70. It is very likely that the active worshippers in that group will have both a different world view, 
and different expectations around the kind of spiritual environment they will want to fulfil their worship 
and faith needs, from their predecessors. They are very probably going to expect a spiritual environment 
that allows them to continue their familiarity with both a digital and strongly self-driven world where they 
have experienced more ownership and responsibility for all their activities than previous age groups. So, 
while a shared ministry model may be welcomed by the Baby Boomers, it could potentially bring them into 
conflict with those in the Builders group, many of whom are still more comfortable with their spiritual 
environment reflecting much of their familiar 20th Century worship style. This issue was highlighted by 
some of the respondents who were struggling somewhat with both the selection of more modern music in 
their services, and as noted earlier, the fact that their priests were coming from within their own 
congregations rather than from a traditional seminary trained ordination background. Neither of those two 
issues are thought likely to trouble the Baby Boomers. 
In all the cases used here, there was no realistically close alternative Anglican worship environment available 
to them. All the same, the spiritual wellbeing benefits these respondents were gaining from their LSMU 
worship environment were considered by the majority to outweigh any negative issues they had with this 
new worship model, apart from the desire expressed by many of them for a better personal faith support 
system.  Worship satisfaction levels were consistently high. Fifteen of the sixteen respondents felt their state 
of spiritual wellbeing was sound and their current spiritual environment was where they wanted to worship 
for the rest of their lives. Therefore, there is potential for this LSMU worship model to be quite attractive 
to both the Builder and the Baby Boomer generations, if their life expectations are met in the way shared 
ministry is worked out for them. As Geoff Haworth noted in his review of LSM in the Auckland Diocese126, 
Bishop John Paterson, Bishop of Auckland at the time this review was conducted, was convinced “that the 
Auckland Diocese’s experience has disproved the assumption that LSM is a ‘model’ for decline or static 
existence. It is, he believes, a mission model that sparks creative ministry in local communities. … So firmly 
is LSM established in the Diocese, he maintains, that ‘the weakest LSM parish doesn’t want to revert to 
having a vicar’”.  
                                                 
126 Haworth, "The Triumph of Maintenance over Mission? Or Local Mission at the Flaxroots? Change and Development in 
Local Shared Ministry in Tikanga Pakeha, in the Anglican Church of Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia," 32.  
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As Richard Johnson comments, faith formation in each stage and phase of life “is a spiritual process as 
much as it is a physical and mental process”127 ordained by God, and therefore with a purpose. It is ongoing, 
throughout life, should be built on life experience, and is supported by “a spirituality that is constantly 
growing, ever changing”128. The Auckland Diocese LSMU structure does have the ability to achieve that 
with the groups of worshippers who are part of it. However, there may need to be an accommodation by 
church leadership of the implications for the future of traditional seminary trained and ordained clergy who 
will need to understand, accept, potentially participate in, and value a changing 21st Century model.  
6.2 Other Issues in the Faith Journey of the Older Adult 
While satisfying ministries within their LSMU environments include practical activities such as Sides-
person, Liturgist, reading, Sacristan, and preaching (the first four of which are now increasingly common 
in Vicar-led churches) the responses captured from these interviews indicated that as well as a desire for 
more spiritual and faith support availability there were two other issues which surfaced.  
The first of these related to spiritual reminiscence, which arose as the respondents commented on their 
early lives. The opportunity to reflect on their faith journeys was a time in each interview when the 
respondents became most animated, and also most thoughtful. For one or two, this was actually a painful 
moment, but almost a cathartic one, that at last they were able to articulate things about their early lives and 
faith journeys which would have been of little interest to anyone outside their faith. As noted earlier, this 
component of older adults’ lives has been well documented as important to healthy aging, but I also sensed 
there was a possible connection between their desire for more opportunities for one-to-one faith support, 
and the lack of opportunities for some aspects of their faith lives to be articulated. I believe that if the 
spiritual environments inhabited by these older adults provided opportunities for spiritual reminiscence 
there would be an enhanced sense of spiritual wellbeing, and potentially less need for the faith support 
assistance the respondents discussed. Elizabeth MacKinlay and Corinne Trevitt summed up this 
component of faith journeys very well in their article on spiritual reminiscences in older people with 
memory loss, which is relevant to this research even though the group of older adults in this research are 
active and for the most part, healthy. 
Spiritual reminiscence is a particular way of communicating with older people. Rather than 
general reminiscence when a life story may be discussed, spiritual reminiscence asks questions 
about meaning in life, joy, sadness, grief, and regrets. With spiritual reminiscence we speak of 
hopes and fears for the future, what people want from the last years of their lives, who they 
can share deep concerns with and whether they feel that their spiritual needs are being met.129 
                                                 
127 Johnson, "Shaping a New Vision of Faith Formation for Maturing Adults: Sixteen Fundamental Tasks," 41. 
128 Ibid., 40. 
129 Trevitt and MacKinlay, "'I Am Just an Ordinary Person...': Spiritual Reminiscence in Older People with Memory Loss." 
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It certainly seems that good spiritual practice and support for older adults in their faith journeys should 
include some form of allowance for spiritual reminiscence. Giving time, presence and listening to their faith 
life stories as part of coming to terms with the changes that aging brings, and the meaning that these people 
wish to attach to this part of their faith journeys, can be a valuable feature of faith development. This is 
something for church leadership to consider, particularly when planning programmes appropriate for 
LSMU worship environments. 
The second issue that surfaced in the interviews was that of spiritual tiredness, which was commented on 
by some of the respondents. Yes, diminishing physical robustness is expected as people age, but it was 
interesting that some of the respondents most actively involved in their church worship programmes 
specifically differentiated that from a kind of weariness that was not related to any physical disability such 
as deafness or mobility issues. For example, Angela commented, “There are moments when I just say God, 
you’re in charge. I’m going to have a rest now”. Clara referred to this feeling a number of times during her 
interview: “It took me 2 years to come right spiritually. I didn’t realise I was depressed. I just needed to pew 
sit for a while, and have a rest”. Then later: “I think I’m having some time out from God at the moment, 
and I’m not happy about that. Sheer lack of discipline maybe. I have a feeling of weariness. I need some 
refreshing”. Then there was Betty: “I think I am tired of all the things that are crowding in on my life that 
intrude on my relationship with God. I’m struggling to get some space for myself”.  
 
This is not something that an LSMU environment may easily be set up to handle. The expectation in this 
model is that the ministry work will be shared among all the congregation members. If the actual worship 
service participation numbers are not great (maybe two-thirds of the total attendees in congregations of 30 
or fewer), it is hard to have “time out” for people who are clearly involved with, and supportive of, their 
LSMU environment. Given the fact that most LSMU congregations largely comprise older adults, nearing 
or after 70 years of age, this is a problem that is unlikely to disappear. Geoff Haworth mentioned “tiredness 
and lack of new Leaders” in his report on Local Shared Ministry in New Zealand commenting that “total 
Ministry in Nevada also recognised this as a difficulty with LSM, under ‘Burn Out’. When lay people take 
full responsibility for the oversight and functioning of the church … it is easy to over-work and to become 
swamped”130. 
There were also a couple of comments from the respondents themselves about concerns over succession 
planning and availability of new worship leaders. Thus, sustaining the worship environment itself as well as 
this spiritual weariness impacting the individual faith journeys of active worshipping older adults needs to 
be addressed as part of long term support and succession planning from church leadership of this worship 
model. Consequently, along with all the other factors identified, both the issue of spiritual reminiscence and 
                                                 
130 Haworth, "The Triumph of Maintenance over Mission? Or Local Mission at the Flaxroots? Change and Development in 
Local Shared Ministry in Tikanga Pakeha, in the Anglican Church of Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia," 72. 
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also spiritual tiredness are likely to impact on individual Spiritual Wellbeing and also the quality of the 
Spiritual Environment these respondents inhabit. 
Based on this research I strongly recommend that church leadership of this LSM structure gives attention 
to what is going on in the faith lives of the adults in LSMUs, and listens openly to what they are talking 
about. Identifying and supporting older adult spiritual growth will likely include accommodating times of 
personal spiritual reminiscence, and also ways of recognising “spiritual weariness” in order to release key 
members of LSMU leadership teams for “time out”.  As Bishop John Paterson believed, this is a mission 
ministry that potentially has great value for the future of this Diocese. So much of it reflects the way the 
early Christian church was developed in the Apostle Paul’s time, and it should be viewed with the same 
optimism as was shown then, rather than consider it a model for just temporarily holding small worship 
communities together until their members die off. 
Given the increasing numbers of older adults in both the general population and desirably in worship 
populations, the church needs to acknowledge and take note of this demographic phenomenon, namely 
the growing number of potential worshippers in this older adult group who will need strategies developed 
that provide them with satisfactory worship environments in the 21st Century. These people are still 
questioning about their faith, and have a strong sense of self-worth. They have time to devote more energy 
to seeking what God wants of them in these years, and are bringing new challenges to church leaders with 
regard to how their faith life is to be supported and developed. In particular, they desire a ministry 
environment that works with and through them, rather than delivers to them as passive recipients. 
Unfortunately, the research to date only shows a general lack of understanding of how best to approach 
this challenge, especially as traditionally there has been only a small amount of church leadership focus on 
such faith formation for older adults. This is not helped by the view of a number of theological researchers 
noted earlier in this document that this group doesn’t need any special faith formation in their older adult 
years, because it was presumed their faith was now fully formed131. For all these respondents the quality of 
their spiritual environment was clearly an important factor in their continued faith growth and their current 
faith state. 
6.3 Further Research Opportunities 
 
Interviewing older adults worshipping in traditional vicar-led congregations was outside the scope of this 
research, but a comparative study with equivalent older adults in those environments could be of value, to 
determine if there are any significant differences between the results coming out of the LSMU worshippers 
and older adults in those church environments. Equally, a comparative study with equivalent older adults 
in the Tikanga Mãori and Tikanga Pasefika strands of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and 
Polynesia may bring some cultural situations to light that could inform future strategies for how to handle 
                                                 
131  Johnson, "Shaping a New Vision of Faith Formation for Maturing Adults: Sixteen Fundamental Tasks," 40. 
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this particular articulated faith growth in older adults within all three Tikanga. At the very least, it would be 
useful to test the theory developed here by surveying as many worshippers as possible in this age group, 
within the LSMU model to see if it stands up to statistical validation. Certainly a comparative study with 
older adults who are not part of a faith and worshipping community, looking at how they may be 
considering their own spirituality and possible faith state at this stage of their lives could bring a quite 
different perspective on the adult faith within situations of aging. 
 
Finally, as this could be important for the future church within this Anglican (or any other) Diocese, that 
very large and potentially influential group, the Baby Boomers, could usefully be surveyed to ascertain what 
their expectations of a satisfactory worship environment might be. Not meeting their expectations will very 
likely, given their independent views about all parts of their lives, fail to attract or keep them as active 
worshippers. As healthy life expectancy is now considered to run through to mid or late eighties, this 
potential availability of engaged worshippers who have significant skills to contribute to their worship 
activities and environments must surely be an opportunity any church should be grasping. 
6.4 Closing Comments 
 
Enabling people to exercise Christian ministries in their own church environment, in ways that enhance 
their faith, allowing individual skills and gifts to be developed and used, was regarded by all the 
respondents in this research as highly valuable. They consistently affirmed how this environment (the 
LSMU model) enhanced both their personal faith and the overall quality of their worship. However, the 
challenge to church leadership for supporting this desired worship environment may not entirely be at the 
locus of the worshippers. It may in fact be how the structure which currently affirms seminary-trained 
clergy supporting a vicar-led church model, following fairly strictly determined liturgical protocols, can 
adapt to a genuine empowerment of the worshippers themselves to direct and manage their own worship 
activities. It is very interesting that effectively voting with their pockets, these people are opting to retain 
the costs associated with their worship hubs – their church buildings – rather than continue to support 
clergy stipend costs. This is a significant message to church leaders. If this new kind of shared ministry 
worship model does become genuinely geared to attract the Baby Boomers, then continuity of Anglican 
Christian worship could be more assured than it seems to be at this present time, with both Census132 and 
continuing media reports of declining numbers of people not only declaring themselves as Christians, but 
also identifying as Anglican Christians within that group.  
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It is clear from the outcomes of this research that lay-led congregations are providing an environment 
where some people are thriving spiritually. The respondents in this research and my observation of the 
worship mood in the four LSMUs which I visited showed very positive attitudes towards this model.  
Religion and active worship is still a comfort in this phase of their lives. The opportunity to be actively 
engaged in “Ministry of all the baptised” – as was the case for St Paul’s original founding Christian groups 
described in The Acts of the Apostles, and later as Roland Allen proposed in China - was hugely 
important to their spiritual wellbeing and present faith journeys. It does look as though a 21st Century 
apostolic situation and opportunity has been identified with this model, which aligns with the earlier 
comments from Bishop John Paterson. However, Haworth raises a very pertinent warning signal about 
LSM when he notes: 
Too often, however, too little theological thinking about it was done, it was inadequately 
resourced and led, and instead of its mission potential being enhanced, it became another 
way by which the church could manage its own decline – along with co-operating parishes, 
and part-time vicars.133 
While the model may still be considered fragile, I do think the current situation in the Auckland Diocese 
has definitely improved on that 2009 view, with the LSMU model now under the direct oversight of one 
of the Bishops. There is also increasing recognition and acceptance that LSM could survive as one of a 
variety of models available for “parishes for which it is appropriate, but such a future will depend on the 
way it is led, resourced, enabled, and encouraged”.134 However, as already noted, one of the challenges 
facing the “first generation” of LSMU worship leaders is the spiritual tiredness noted by Haworth, and 
now acknowledged by the American Dioceses who have also implemented this kind of worship model. It 
is possible that as the Baby Boomers move into this “older adult” group, they become the critical success 
factor for a “second generation” of leaders. Largely well-educated, articulate, literate, and self-confident, 
they may not be attracted to churches that continue to replicate the worship environments of their youth, 
and which (according to the figures coming from the Department of Statistics135), many have abandoned. 
Maybe one way of developing potential “second generation” LSMU leaders is purposefully to increase the 
active involvement of emerging Baby Boomers in the worship activities of vicar-led churches, so that any 
post-retirement moves into LSMU locations could bring worshippers already equipped with the skills to 
maintain Anglican worship principles, and the energy to support the continuing viability of the LSMU 
model.  
                                                 
133 Haworth, "The Triumph of Maintenance over Mission? Or Local Mission at the Flaxroots? Change and Development in 
Local Shared Ministry in Tikanga Pakeha, in the Anglican Church of Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia," 78. 
134 Ibid. 
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affiliation.aspx  (April 24 2016) 
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Those most closely involved in the LSM model, the respondents and congregations engaged in this 
research project, do believe in the model as helpful for sustaining their faith. Chris Harris sums up their 
optimism about their worship environment and its contribution to their spiritual wellbeing, in the current 
Local Shared Ministry Handbook. 
In the Auckland Diocese we have much to celebrate in the fruits we see from LSM. It is a 
genuinely growthful model, and as such it produces visible fruit. … A significant growth in 
spirituality and practical skills have [sic] been experienced by people in each LSMU, with a 
renewed sense of vocation taking many further than they had ever imagined possible.136 
If the issues raised by the respondents in this research are addressed, then I have no reason to doubt that 
LSM does have a sound future within the various worship models offered in the Auckland Diocese, and 
the continued faith growth of older adults within it is sustained. 
  
                                                 






Religious affiliation – Dept of Statistics 2013 Census 
Fewer affiliate with Christian religions than in 2006 
In 2013, the number of people who affiliated with a Christian religion (including Māori Christian) decreased to 
1,906,398 (48.9 percent of all people who stated their religious affiliation), down from 2,082,942 (55.6 percent) in 
2006.  
 
Largest Christian religions 
The five largest Christian denominations in 2013 were: 
 Catholic – 492,105 people 
 Anglican – 459,771 people 
 Presbyterian, Congregational, and Reformed – 330,516 people 
 Christian not further defined (Christian but with no denomination specified) – 216,177 people 
 Methodist – 102,879 people. 
Increases and decreases in Christian religions 
Affiliation with some Christian religions decreased between 2006 and 2013, including: 
 Māori Christian – down 19.2 percent 
 Presbyterian, Congregational, and Reformed – down 17.5 percent 
 Anglican – down 17.1 percent 
 Methodist – down 15.5 percent 
 Latter-day Saints – down 6.5 percent 
 Pentecostal – down 6.2 percent 






 Interview questions 
1. Is there any difference in the way you see your personal spirituality and faith journey now, from how you 
may have seen it in your youth and middle age? Describe and give examples if possible. 
2. How important and influential was any faith or spirituality association for you in your earlier 
years?  Describe, and give examples if possible. 
3. How important is your faith tradition to the way you worship now?   
4. How long have you been worshipping in this community?  Was it an LSMU when you started?  How would 
you describe your feelings about this community? 
5. Approximately how many hours per week, on average, would you be involved with in-church activities 
related to your LSMU? Typically, what are they? 
6. Approximately how many hours per week, on average, would you be involved in activities either related 
to your LSMU or to your personal worship, outside actual in-church ones?  Typically, what are they? 
7. Do you feel your faith is growing, plateauing, or diminishing, in your present LSM worship 
situation?  Describe and give examples if possible. 
8. How much influence do you believe you have on the way your current LSM worship environment and 
activities are structured and presented?  Is there anything you would like to change?  
9. Where or to whom do you go if ever you need spiritual or faith guidance and/or support?  Does that meet 
your faith needs at the time? 
10. Considering the LSMU model against any other formal worship context, what sort of worship 







 Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form 
 
Reference Number: 15/094 
 
 
Spirituality and Aging: How worship communities of “senior” people sustain their faith in the 
absence of traditional ordained ministry leadership 
 
INFORMATION SHEET FOR   
PARTICIPANTS  
 
Thank you for showing an interest in this project.  Please read this information sheet carefully before 
deciding whether or not to participate.  If you decide to participate we thank you.  If you decide not to take 
part, there will be no disadvantage to you and we thank you for considering our request.   
 
What is the Aim of the Project? 
 
This project will explore the ways that older Anglican Christians exercise worship in an environment 
of shared ministry, instead of one that is led by traditional ordained stipended clergy. It explores the 
ways that such groups of Christians nurture and draw on their spirit-given gifts to sustain their faith, in 
the context of a ministry environment where they are active contributors to their worship activities. 
Specific attention is given to the value or otherwise of the model of worship established within the 
Auckland Diocese of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa/New Zealand and Polynesia (Auckland 
Diocese) known as Local Shared Ministry Units (LSMU). 
The LSMU model of worship has been in place for over 20 years, and now comprises one quarter of 
the Auckland Anglican Diocese worship centres.  However, very little research has been carried out on 
how the people involved with this kind of ministry and worship model believe their own faith journeys 
are enhanced or diminished by this experience.  Typically, the congregations of these LSMUs are older 
Christians who have previously had a traditional church experience of mostly full-time stipended 
ministry in the form of a Vicar, and this new model is a significant departure from that. Since the greater 
proportion of such participants is of post-retirement age, it is important to ascertain if this is a suitable 
model of worship for the last period of people’s lives. 




What Type of Participants are being sought? 
 
The researcher is seeking three to four volunteers, (aged70+) from the congregation, of each LSMU which 
has agreed to participate in the research. The LSMU Administrator is being asked to seek the volunteers, 
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and supply their names and contact details to the researcher. The Enabler for the LSMU is not included in 
the participant group. 
There is no reimbursement for participation in the individual confidential interviews which will be the 
method of data collection. 
 
What will Participants be asked to do? 
 
Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to participate in a semi-structured individual 
interview during a Saturday or Sunday of a weekend agreed between the researcher and the LSMU. The 
purpose of the interview is to explore individual faith journeys and how the LSMU model of worship 
impacts on this. 
It is expected that each interview will last for 45 minutes to one hour, and will be carried out at an agreed 
location between the researcher and interviewee. 
 
Please be aware that you may decide not to take part in the project without any disadvantage to yourself of 
any kind. Only those members of the LSMU who wish to participate will be involved in the data collection 
process. 
 
What Data or Information will be Collected and What Use will be Made of it? 
The questions to be asked in the interview will be supplied attached to this Information Form, so that if 
you are interested in participating you have a clear idea of the information being sought.  
It is intended to audio record the interview.  The key points from each interview will be extracted by the 
researcher as part of a transcription process, and merged anonymously with the key points from all other 
interviews from all LSMUs. No individual interviewee will be able to be identified as a result of this process. 
While name, and particular LSMU information is collected at the time of the interview, this information is 
simply used to record the numbers, roles, and LSMU sources of the interviewees, and plays no part in the 
data collation or subsequent report. Information about age and ethnicity may be clustered among all 
collated interviews if there is an indication that this has relevance to any theories developed from the total 
data analysis, but at no time would individual participants be identified through this collation. 
In the event that the line of questioning in the interview does develop in such a way that you feel hesitant 
or uncomfortable, you are reminded of your right to decline to answer any particular question(s) and also 
that you may withdraw from the project at any stage without any disadvantage to yourself of any kind. 
The collated interview data will be analysed with a view to determining how the LSMU model of worship 
may enhance or diminish the spirituality and faith journeys of people involved in it. A theory about this 
type of worship environment and the “senior” citizens who participate in it will be developed, and form 
the final component of the researcher’s Master of Theology Thesis. 
The only people to have access to the collected data will be the researcher and her supervisor, Dr Lynne 
Baab, Senior Lecturer in the Department of Theology at the University of Otago. Copies of the recorded 
interviews can be made available to each interviewee if they wish, up to one month following the interview. 
The originals, along with the personal details noted above, will be stored in a secure area at the University 
of Otago for five years, then destroyed. The analysed and collated data will also be stored in the same secure 
area, and may be held for longer. The final report will be made available to both the Bishops of the Auckland 
Anglican Diocese following acceptance by the University of Otago as final submission for Gillian Reid’s 
Master of Theology. It can also be supplied to any of the LSMUs involved in the research data collection, 
which requests it. 
The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago Library 
(Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve individual anonymity. 
Can Participants Change their Mind and Withdraw from the Project? 
 
You may withdraw from participation in the project at any time up to one month from the interview, and without any disadvantage to yourself of any kind. 
 
What if Participants have any Questions? 
If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to contact either:- 
Dr Gillian Reid and  Dr Lynne Baab 
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Department of Theology   Department of Theology 
 Email Address: reigi218@otago.ac.nz  Email Address: lynne.baab@otago.ac.nz 
This study has been approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee. If you have any 
concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the Committee through the Human 
Ethics Committee Administrator (ph +643 479 8256 or email gary.witte@otago.ac.nz). Any issues you raise 




Reference Number 15/094 
 
Spirituality and Aging: How worship communities of “senior” people sustain their faith in the 
absence of traditional ordained ministry leadership 
 
CONSENT FORM FOR   
PARTICIPANTS 
 
I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about.  All my questions 
have been answered to my satisfaction.  I understand that I am free to request further information at any 
stage. 
I know that:- 
1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary; 
 
2. I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage; 
 
3. Personal identifying information from the audio-recorded interview may be destroyed at the 
conclusion of the project but any raw data on which the results of the project depend will be retained 
in secure storage for at least five years; 
 
4. The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago Library 
(Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve my anonymity. 
 
 
I agree to take part in this project. 
 
 
.............................................................................   ............................... 




       (Printed Name) 
 
This study has been approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee. If you have any 
concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the Committee through the Human 
Ethics Committee Administrator (ph +643 479 8256 or email gary.witte@otago.ac.nz). Any issues you raise 








 Theory Building steps used in this research – (adapted from Eisenhardt 1989, Dey 2002, and Reid 2007). 
Step Approach Adopted in this study Reason 
Getting 
Started 
Definition of research questions to meet 
intentions of original research idea. 
 
Generate some broad constructs from 
literature review to guides the process of data 
collection. 
 
Neither theory nor hypothesis presented at 
initial stage – discovery of theory would arise 




Provides better grounding of interview questions. 
 
 
Retains theoretical flexibility and integrity 
Case 
selections 
Five LSMUs approached as potential cases and 
units of analysis. 
 
Opportunist selection across total number of 
LSMUs in the Auckland Diocese, but 
geographical variety of sites. 
Meets criteria in research question. 
 
 
Gain cross-section of LSMUs and potential interviewees, plus focus 




Interview chosen as most suitable qualitative 
data collection method. 
 
Interview questions generated around themes 
developed from original broad constructs. 
Single investigator used for all interviews. 
Desired “rich” data unlikely to be gathered from these participants using 
other methods. 
 
Maintains consistency of general responses for alter analysis and comparison. 
 





Interviews recorded and transcribed over a 
three month period, prior to data analysis 
activities. 
 
Data “sound bites” from each interview 
extracted and filed under general interview 
question headings prior to formal GT analysis. 
Any required follow-ups or adjustments to data collected could be done 
while interview still fresh with participants. 
 
Brings clusters of similar statement sound bites together and identifies 
duplications, mismatches, or peripheral but not relevant information.  
Analysing the 
data (See 
Fig. 1 for 
detail of this 
stage) 
Each case individually analysed using G&S 
(1967) Grounded Theory coding principles and 
techniques. 
 
All cases included in group analysis at Selective 
Coding stage to identify common issues of 
relevance to the study. 
 
Cross case pattern search using theme analysis 
to confirm or disconfirm relationships. 
To cope with complex and huge volume of data and allow relationship 
patterns of each to emerge for preliminary theory generation. 
 
 
Look beyond initial impressions to see evidence through multiple lenses. 
 
Helps focus on original elements and any new ones to begin theory build. 




Codes and categories, together with emerging 
themes used as building blocks and compared 
to data in each case. 
 
GT coding process taken through to 
Theoretical Coding once all interviews have 
been through the Open and Selective stages. 




Confirms, extends, and sharpens theory. 
Enfolding the 
literature 
Emergent theory comparison with conflicting 
or supporting literature where available. 
Builds internal validity, raises theoretical level, deepens insight, and 
sharpens construct definitions. 
Sharpens generalizability, improves construct definition, strengthens 
internal validity by tying together unexpectedly similar phenomena, and 
raises theoretical level. 
Literature reviews should assist justification of the findings to the 
research community at completion of the project. 
Reaching 
closure 
Analysis process ends and substantive theory 
confirmed. 
Marginal improvement is so small it ceases to add value, or there are no 







 Pre-coding Clusters: 
1. Early faith experiences and journey. 
2. Importance of faith traditions to present worship. 
3. Sources of faith guidance/support. 
4. Current faith status (growing, plateauing, diminishing). 
5. Preferred worship environment for rest of life. 
6. Feelings about current LSMU community and its history. 
7. Influence/involvement in LSMU activities. 





 Importance of faith traditions to present worship 
2.1 Faith tradition has been very important to my worship. 
Parents Presbyterian churchgoers – Sunday school, Bible school. Always had that background. 
 
2.2 Important during faith journey to question and doubt. 
Understand about the progression of spiritual development, and not enough to just to be an obedient Anglican. 
Religious background and faith tradition still influences my behaviour as a priest – eg shake hands with everyone as they walk out, like 
vicars did. 
Not stuck in the traditional behaviour patterns – do some different things, but it is a part of me. 
People who are drawn to church are often wounded, in need of healing. 
 
2.4 I am a justice person. I stand up for rights and wrongs. If you have done something, I will come knocking on your door, in a nice 
manner, but I won’t give in. 
My family know they can come to me with a problem and I will say “tell me the truth and I’ll be with you till the end”. 
Have initiated a number of spiritual/faith connections for other people, e.g. chn and grandchn to Sunday school etc, that have 
influenced my own faith. 
I was asked by one of my grandchn “how do you know what to do if there’s an issue?” and I said, you pray about it and you will know 
which path to follow. 
All the ones I can talk to, know what to follow. 
I’m not afraid to speak my faith. 
It was my grandfather, the priest who died young, who found the crozier the Bishop now uses. I thought, my goodness, I have just 
held something that my grandfather held. 
When I went to Oihi, I thought, this is so significant, this Maori part of me. 
 
2.7 Social and church life all went together. 
Church involvement always around the people I was connected with. 
Church always part of my life and being. 
Through my faith and how we lived our lives, I’ve always had a strong desire to be involved with people and community needs. 
 
2.8 I went to Home Groups at GCF and I think my life became richer for all that experience. My girls’ experience there wasn’t as good 
as mine. 
GCF was so different from the traditional Anglo-Catholic worship., with all its sort of pomp. 
GCF type of all-inclusive worship was very freeing for me.   
I’m in a good place now with my faith.  
I am open to new ideas. I can think about them and either take them on or revert to traditional views. 
There’s a man in our study group that really challenges me, sometimes for good sometimes upsetting, but I am really exploring faith 
now.  
All of this influenced by the things that have gone on before in our life journeys. 
My Faith tradition was an anchor for where I am now. 
 
2.9 I’ve read books on Christian stuff, and I’m happy with the Anglican Church. 
I enjoy the broadmindedness of the people in Anglican churches. 
We’re not fastened down to tight dogmas and things. 
Never really made a comparison with other churches, just happy with being an Anglican. 
I love the old hymns, with their beautiful words. Some of the new stuff is pretty weird at times. 
 
2.10 I’ve always been spiritually inclined, and I’ve found some of these changes very, very difficult. 
It’s bringing it more up to date but I’ve not been happy with the way things have been changing. 
You always called the priest Reverend. We don’t do that now with these priests. It’s not the same. 
The priest wasn’t supposed to be your friend. He was a special person in a special role. 
I can’t look at my mates like I looked at the old priests. 
I’m a traditional person, and that’s the way it should be. You have to be able to rely on people to always do their thing, and that’s more 
clear with a traditional priest. 
 
1.11 I think I’ve come full circle as far as my faith journey is concerned. 
From a very early age I was expected to do bible reading on my own. Thus the responsibility for my relationship with God has always 
been there. 
I grew to appreciate the church calendar because we celebrated it in the church hospital. There was always some mark of the 
Christian year, and those symbols were very helpful to me and my faith. 
Also, the Eucharist. That was very important. Because it is central in the Open Brethren service too. 
 
2.12 I’ve been involved with Anglican things all my life. ATWC and AAW. Through me involved with those the girls here have become 
involved with helping me take things to ATWC. 
I’ve been a practising Anglican all my life, and most of it has been here. 
My time at Ellerslie was really the time I took my faith on for myself, but also at Otorahonga with the little children I had at Sunday 




2.13 So we had that change, from a very traditional CofE structure to here. We didn’t have the grand choir and that which to me was 
a very important part of worship. 
I came back to church because I think I felt there was something missing in my life, as I had always had a strong attachment to the 
CoE. It had been part of my life in my teens and there was social stuff as well as the choir I was in. 
If you don’t have that background I don’t think you see right and wrong so clearly. 
Also that foundation of faith you have from your life helps to lift you up and cope with these things that happen. 
I’ve been worshipping here probably since about the late 1960”s. 
 
2.15 I love the Anglican tradition, and I still value the memories. 






 Open Codes and Interview Response clusters 
 Name Code 
   
1 Adult Worship Experiences AWE 
2 Current Faith State CFS 
3 Early Worship Experiences EWE 
4 Faith Challenges FC 
5 Faith Development FD 
6 Faith Support Structures FSS 
7 General Life Experiences GLE 
8 Late Committed Worshipper LCW 
9 Logistical Challenges LC 
10 Ministry Challenges MC 
11 Ministry Involvement MI 
12 Ministry Quality MQ 
13 Negative Worship Experience NWE 
14 No Religious Tradition NRT 
15 Positive LSM Experience PLSME 
16 Positive Worship Experience PWE 
17 Specific Faith Experience SFE 
18 Strong Faith Commitment SFC 
19 Strong Faith Tradition SFT 
20 Worship Structure Development WSD 
21 Varied Religious Affiliation VRA 






 Open Coding from one Cluster: Preferred worship environment for rest of life 
 
5.1 Love the LSMU very much now. It’s very good. PLSME 
Prefer LSMU now to traditional Vicar-led church. PLSME 
Wouldn’t want to go back to old model of Vicar-led church. Feel very comfortable in this LSMU situation. PLSME 
Had a “period of very dry ministers reading their boring sermons” before LSMU. PLSME 
  
5.2 Comfortable in Anglican environment, but questions the hierarchy in Anglicanism. MQ 
Would prefer to stay with LSMU worship in preference to other models, for the rest of my life. PLSME 
Wouldn’t actually be bothered if a different worship model was put in place – as long as I can continue to worship as I do now. CFS 
  
5.3 Don’t really think about any present alternatives to LSMU, because realistically I know the Diocese can’t afford to put paid vicars 
in every church. 
CFS 
Can’t really answer the “either LSMU or Vicar-led” question as I think these things happen out of necessity, and would be fine with 
either model if that was what was going to be the future for Russell. 
CFS 
Not really thinking about future worship options. Just do what needs to be done now. CFS 
Wouldn’t really be worried if in a Vicar-led environment I wasn’t functioning as a Sacramental Priest any longer. CFS 
Don’t really want it to be any different from what it is, and just don’t think about alternatives. PLSME 
I just go/stay where I am called now. That’s the way it is. Living in the present. SFC 
God is calling me to here, and that sustains me. SFC 
  
5.4 When I once went back to a traditional church, I thought, “Oh my gosh. I just don’t feel part of this”. PLSME 
I didn’t feel at home there as I do here in the way we worship. PLSME 
This would be the way I’d want to go. I could go anywhere else but this is what I’d prefer. PLSME 
It’s because everyone is engaged. PLSME 
  
5.6 Would stay with LSM as preference for the rest of my life but would like the occasional traditional service like an evensong. Hard 
to get support for these kinds of things. 
PLSME 
The Enabler is a very remote person to me and thus I don’t feel we really have a leader. MC 
Would like a minister for say half the time, an ordained person around the place. Enablers in present structure can’t do justice to this 
kind of support for us to keep us growing in faith. They really only see the team people. 
MQ 
  
5.7 Choice of my preferred worship environment would depend on the quality of ministry available to me. It depends on the capability 
of the resources at either place. 
MQ 
  
5.8 I would want to stay with this kind of worship environment – the LSM – it’s the one that gives me the best experience.  PLSME 
It seems more alive. The people can be more involved. PLSME 
There’s a better variety here. Church ought to be fun and be happy. PWE 
  
5.9 I am firmly attached to Te Atatu and the church here as it’s become such a part of my life for so long. SFC 




5.10 If I could choose how I’d worship I’d go straight back to having a vicar. I don’t like this modern stuff. I put up with it. I bear 
with it but I’m not happy with it. 
NWE 
I’ve never met a bad, or boring vicar so I definitely prefer that. MQ 
If they had a vote to decide which way to go I’d be voting like a shot to go back to having a full-time vicar, without any hesitation at 
all. 
MQ 
I can respect these priests, but it’s not the same. Not the same at all. MC 
They aren’t full-time priests. They fit it in around the other things they do. MC 
Who would I choose to take my funeral service, and I just don’t know. I’d want to go back to one of my old priests for that. FC 
I’m still worshipping here but it’s cheapened my worship. I do prefer the traditional way of worship, with the old hymns. NWE 
  
5.11 This LSM life is great, but also as you get older your absolutes get fewer, and you’ve got a lot on the shelf. Things I guess I would 
have fussed about once, aren’t particularly important any more. I’m speaking denominationally here. 
AWE 
One or two things I’m not totally comfortable with but not enough to drive me away. NWE 
I would certainly want to stay with the way we are at the moment, the shared ministry. PLSME 
I love the variety, the mixed diet. It can be really rich. PLSME 
People feel involved. It’s like when you are leading intercessions, and you just know when people are praying with you. This is our 
worship – we own it, we share it. 
PWE 
It’s not top down, it’s bottom up, and that’s good. You wouldn’t get that in anything other than this model. PLSME 
  
5.12 This LSMU is my definite preferred model of worship for the rest of my life. It’s the friendliness and the companionship, and 
the mutual support. 
PLSME 
It’s a long time since I’ve been in a Parish, so I’ve forgotten what that is like. MQ 
 
 80 
This model gives the whole congregation a sense of belonging and participation and ownership of their worship. In a Parish it’s the 





 Open Code: Negative Worship Experience 
 
1.1 Brother became very evangelical – wanting to save everyone. Thought this selfish, a turn-off. 
 In youth had difficulty with “having to do what the priest/minister said”. Didn’t always agree and drifted away. 
1.2 Married in Anglican church as wife was Anglican, but didn’t care for way Anglican worship led by Vicar, so personally attended 
Presbyterian church when I went. 
1.8 I changed churches during that time, as a Vicar who came to St Mark’s was more an actor playing a part than a committed 
priest. 
1.9 It wasn’t unusual for people to stop you in the street and say “have you been saved yet?” and all that kind of thing, Not my 
bag at all. 





There was a time when Spencer and I left this church for 2 years, because of the priest we had here at this time, and we just 
went to St Michael’s. The Vicar at St Michael’s told us that we would go back, as we really belonged to St Paul’s. It took a real 
big step to come back here. The priest had moved on by then. 
1.13 He was a small man but he liked to have his way, and also in all the areas of our church. Very much a one-man band. 
 Then we had a joint Parish arrangement with New Lynn, which didn’t really suit us, but went for about 3 years. Numbers 
went on down, and we were introduced to the LSM concept.  
1.14 Church here went on, very up and down. It was during the 80”s. 
We had a Vicar who was gifted in healing, but not a good Vicar. Had other skills but not suitable to be a Vicar running a 
church. 
 Our children were in the Youth Group but gave up and went away, for lack of suitable leadership and support. 
 A number of our friends had also gone to Blockhouse Bay to ease the stress of services here in the morning. 
1.16 I did go to church in England but found the communities quite small and quite unwelcoming, so I sort of drifted away, until 
I came back home. 
 I started at St Thomas” in New Lynn but didn’t like it. It was very unwelcoming, often no-one at the door and things like that. 
2.10 I’m a traditional person, and that’s the way it should be. You have to be able to rely on people to always do their thing, and 
that’s more clear with a traditional priest. 
5.10  If I could choose how I’d worship I’d go straight back to having a vicar. I don’t like this modern stuff. I put up with it. I bear 
with it but I’m not happy with it. 
 I’m still worshipping here but it’s cheapened my worship. I do prefer the traditional way of worship, with the old hymns. 
5.11 One or two things I’m not totally comfortable with but not enough to drive me away. 
6.5 Have communion every week here, and I disagree – don’t like that. 
 Have it too often. Don’t need to keep doing that. Like at Easter and Christmas. Don’t know why we keep doing that. 
6.9 I love music but I get frustrated with some of the boring same old hymns that get played. There should be better variety. 
6.10 Now, your best mate is the priest and it isn’t the same. Doesn’t have the same state as being the priest who is in charge, not 
your mate. 
 The priest helped you and all that, but he was up there, not just a mate. 
 I know they are real priests but they aren’t the same as the old priests. They were really powerful, priests all the time not just 
on Sundays. They were omnipresent. 
 These things they sing these days, they aren’t hymns. They don’t make sense half the time, and the music is weird, hard to 
sing. Not like the old A&M hymns. 
7.9 My hearing problem is very frustrating, as I’m OK one to one, but in a crowd I don’t hear properly what is said, so I don’t get 







Appendix J:  
 Analytic Memos generated during the Selective and Theoretical Coding process. 
Categories Categories Memo Summaries Sample “sound bites” 




especially attitudes about 
their LSMU 
environment. 
“The Vicar is much more the visible face 
of the church. Pastoral Care team or Sac. 
Priests not seen in the same way at all. 
Seen as lesser, because of limitations in 
our roles.” 
“Coming into LSM enabled me to fulfil 
something that had always been there. 
Clearly the path I was led along. LSM 
has had a place in helping my faith grow 
in later years.” 
1. Influences 5. Faith Quality of ministry and 
faith support structure 
experiences affect faith 
development and 
commitment. 
“Would like a minister for say half the 
time, an ordained person around the 
place. Enablers in present structure can’t 
do justice to this kind of support for us to 
keep us growing in faith. They really only 
see the team people.” 
“Choice of my preferred worship 
environment would depend on the quality 
of ministry available to me. It depends on 
the capability of the resources, but I 
wouldn’t really want to go back to old 
model of vicar-led church. I feel very 
comfortable in this LSMU situation.” 
2.Worship 5. Faith Quality of worship 
experiences affects faith 
development and 
commitment. 
“Found I needed to go to church, for 
worship and a place to pray.” 
“This LSM life is great, but also as you 
get older your absolutes get fewer, and 
you’ve got a lot on the shelf. Things I 
guess I would have fussed about once, 
aren’t particularly important any more. 
3. Religious 
Associations 
1. Influences Quality of religious 
traditions and 
commitment affect level 
of involvement in 
ministry work and 
worship structures. 
“I was fully involved with the church, on 
the church Vestry and in a team that did 
sermons and things. Even when my 
husband left the ministry, I still kept 
going to church, except at the time of my 
marriage break-up” 
“Eventually sent to Sunday School when 
I was about 7 or 8. Had a typically dry 
Vicar who instructed us. He probably 
became a Vicar as it was the thing to do. 
Now, I’m not particularly religious but I 
have been interested in church all my life” 
3. Religious 
Associations 
5. Faith Level of faith tradition 
and variety of religious 
affiliations affect faith 
development and 
commitment. 
“I understand about the progression of 
spiritual development, and it’s not enough 
just to be an obedient Anglican.” 
“My religious background and faith 
tradition still influences my behaviour as 
a priest – for example I still shake hands 
with everyone as they walk out, like 
Vicars did.” 
4. Challenges 2. Worship Logistical and life 
challenges affect worship 
 “Work and family impacted on weekend 





“People won’t go to churches, including little 
old churches, unless there is something being 
offered they can relate to in some way.” 
 
4. Challenges 5. Faith Negative ministry and 
worship experiences 
affect faith development 
and commitment. 
“We had a Vicar who was gifted in 
healing, but not a good Vicar. Had other 
skills but he was not suitable to be a 
Vicar running a church.”  
“Some frustration at people who have a 
role and don’t allow any other input to 
what they are doing. That’s not a real 
team contribution. Also, not moving 
forward with new ideas of worship, like 
use of technology.” 
3. Religious 
Associations 
4. Challenges Variable or no religious 
backgrounds create 
religious challenges, 
impacting on ministry 
and faith attitudes. 
“Only became a regular, committed 
worshipper in my 50s when the children 
had all moved on.” 
“Childhood influence was all OT sin and 
punishment. As an adult, now NT love 
and caring. Big difference between them. 
Made me question my faith, as there were 
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